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PREFACE.

TXTHEN error prevails, there are two ways by which
^ ' the cause of truth may be maintained; either by

a direct and formal refutation of the error, or by a plain

and effectual establishment of the truth.

The advocate for truth may descend into the field of

controversy, he may engage every adversary that comes
in his way, he may pursue and expose every single er-

ror. But error possesses a wide and dark dominion,

and he who undertakes the conquest of the whole, under-

takes a labor that is almost infinite. It will still find

some obscure corner to retire to, from which it will be

found hard to dispossess it.

Error is various and changeable ; a circumstance of

which a skilful adversary v/ill not fail to lake the advan-

tage. When his opinion is ready to be wrested from
him, he will take entire possession of it again under

another shape. He will lead us through all the mazes
of controversy, and whilst we press hard upon him, v/ill

still find a way, amidst all its intricacies, to escape the

pursuit.

He v;ho engages in controversy, will find himself en-

tangled in a net, where, though he may think it easy to

break each single thread, yet it will be an endless laboF
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to break tbem all ; and whilst he is thus engaged, a skil-

ful adversary will not forget to weave the web anew.

Controversy is apt to bring on personal disputes ; and

a thousand incidents arise to lead us away from the main

point, on which our strength is exercised, and consumed

to no purpose. The love of victory is apt to take place

of the loie of truth. Even where we succeed, thene is

this circumstance disagreeable to a benevolent mind>

that our success must be attended with another's dis-

grace.

There is another way of removing error, and that is

by a clear and full exposition of the truth. There is

.something much more pleasing to a liberal mind in the

establishment of truth, than in the refutation of error ;

as the labor is more pleasing to rear a fair and well pro-

portioned edifice, than to pull down one that is mis-sha-

pen and ill-proportioned.

It i? for want of being furnished early with the princi-

ples of t) uth, that cur minds are left open to error, and

that so many amongst us are ever fluctuating and un-

"stable, ever ready to follow some new seducer. lie who

amidst the thickest gloom of ignorance, enthusiasm, and

superstition, sets up truth to public vien-, at once disa-

buses the deluded multitude. He brings the rising sun-

beam to chase av. ay those imaginary forms which kept

them in awe, and wiiich owe their existence only to

darkness.

The mere removal of error, leaves the mind no more

than a blank. And though it be true, that error can

liardly be refuted without advancing and presenting to

the mind some truths, yet these being only casual and
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random truths, not digested into order, nor supported

on each side by those other truths with which they are

closely connected, they are easily withdrav/n again and

lost. To give truth a solid and lasting establishment, it

must be fixed on its first principles as on a basis of ada-

mant ; truth must rise upon truth in due proportion and

order, and all the parts must be strongly united. Against

a mind thus prepared, the seducer will in vain waste his

feeble efforts. The mind where truth resides is free

from the pov/er of delusion. And even such as have

been enslaved by error, will at the approach of truth, feel

their chains fall off as at the bidding of an angel.

I have been encouraged by considerations like these,

to lay before the public a plain account of faith, hoping

thereby to do more effectual service against enthusiasm,

than by a direct attempt to refute its various errors.

Much hath been said on the subject of faith, and ex^

cellently said, by our most eminent Divines. But I do

not recollect that they have any where left us a regular

Theory of faith, describing its nature, its genuine powers

and effects ; defining its boundaries, and tracing as it

proceeds, the line which every where divides it from the

bordering enthusiasm. This hath been attempted in the

following sheets, in as brief a manner as the copiousness

and importance of the subject would allow. I have not

entered into a consideration of those single texts of

scripture v/hich the enthusiast is eternally misapplying,

but have attempted rather to build my doctrines on the

general scope and design of the gospel. He v»'ho can

once seize the true spirit and design of the gospel, will

be the best prepared to understand the m.caning of par-

ticular passages. And though this method doesnot fur-

A 2
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nish an answer to every single difficulty that may arise,

yet it enables the intelligent reader to answer them for

himself, by supplying him with those principles of truth,

Avhich will by degrees enlarge and fill his mind, and give

it an internal strength that will enable it of itself suc-

cessfully to contend with error.^

I have endeavored herein to imitate the skilful physi-

cian, who, to cure disorders in the extremities of the

body, begins at the heart. He infuses the balsam into the

vital stream, and the mass of th'j blood being once puri-

fied, carries as it circulates its healing virtues into the

smallest vessels, and removes obstructions in the extrc-

mcst capillary tubes.

It is proper to inform the reader, that this Essay is

the substance of a course of sermons preached before

the University of Oxford. This information is neces-

sary, in order to give an appearance of propriety to one

or two passages which have been retained, and which

©re addressed more particularly to our established seats

pf learning.



AN

ESSAY ON FAITH,

AND ITS

CONNECTION

WITH

GOOD WORKS.

SECTION I.

Introductory Observations,

WHAT must I do to be saved?" How
important is this question, and how

much doth it concern us to understand it clearly 1

And fain would the serious inquirer flatter him-
self, that it cannot be difficult to obtain a full and
satisfactory solution of it, in a land where the
light of the gospel is permitted to shine with-

out obstruction, and ^vhere the word of life is

freely laid open to every eye.

Providence hath generally made truths
diear as they are important. And accordingly
more hath been done to illustrate this question
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than any other that can be proposed. To clear

up this inquiry, it was that the Son of God
himself came down on earth, and left behind
him the sacred records of his \vi\\ to guide all

future ages in the way of peace.

Yet, alas ! though the world hath now been
in possession of this great discovery for more
than seventeen centuries, when we look round
on the various and inconsistent opinions which
are still maintained concerning this great point,

one would almost be tempted to think that the

heavenly truth had never yet been unveiled to

human eye, but was still surrounded with im-

penetrable darkness. Propose this question to

diiFerent men amongst us, who all pretend to

fetch their information from the scriptures, and
one will affirm, that you may be saved by faith

alone ; another will say, that it is necessary to

add to vour faith virtue ; a third will assure

you, that you may be saved without any en-

dea^'ors of your own, that is, in effect, with-

out either faith or virtue ; that we are entirely

passive in the business of our salvation, and

have only to wait for the impressions of the

Holy Spirit upon our minds; though the ques-

tion* itself supposeth that something must be

done by ourselves, in order to our being sav-

ed. '''What must I DO to be saved ?"

How painful must it be to every well-wisher

of mankind, to reflect how widely some must

err in a mcitter where all are equally concerned

to think right. But on the other hand, how
pleasing to a benevolent mind must be the at-
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tempt, to guide the unhappy wanderers back
to the sa^dng truth which they have lost

!

That these different opinions however do not

arise from anv want of clearness in the Re^-e-

lation itself, will be readily granted on all

hands. No words can represent truth so clear-

ly as to secure it from all possibility of misrep-

resentation or mistake. Prejudice and passion

often form so thick a cloud about the mind, as

not to give admission even to the strongest ray

of truth.

There is besides a singularity in the conduct

of Revelation, which, at the same time that it

is a proof of wisdom, and a character of divin-

ity, doth casually leave room for the seducer

to build his pernicious designs upon, and gives

some appearance of solidity even to the visions

of endiusiasm.

Revelation was intended for the use of all

mankind. The book therefore in which it is

recorded, is a popular work. The rules of

faith and practice are delivered in such a man-
ner as to be clear to the plain and untutored
mind, without observing always a metaphysic-
al precision, or pursuing a logical method.
Those books of morality and religion which
have been composed by the greatest under-
standings merely human, are studiously work-
ed up into a regular system ; wiiere principles

are laid down, remote consequences deduced
from them, truths built upon truths, and where
we are at first sight struck wdth the just dispo-

sition of the parts, and the symmetry of the
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whole. Revelation is a work of a different

kind. All its precepts arise naturally out of

the occasions on which they v.ere delivered.

And these were extremely various, apparently

accidental, and unconnected. Its doctrines lie

scattered about in a rich profusion, like the

productions of nature. The most unskilful

hand can take from this store to supply his

wants, and learn to bless the goodness of that

common parent who hath made this ample pro-

vision for all. And thus the lowest and the bu-

siest part of mankind, they who have neither

leisure nor ability to digest a whole system,

may reap the greatest benefit from the scrip-

tures, whilst they cannot look into a single page
without returning the wiser from it, and with-

out meeting with many lessons of instruction

whose force they may fully comprehend. Thus
much was necessary to render the scriptures

fit for common use.

However, it is one argument, amongst ma-
ny, of the divinity of the holy scriptures, that

these seemingly unconnected parts do all yet

unite in one great plan. Scattered like the

stars in the firmanent of heaven, like them too

they are the parts of an harmonious system.

The designs of the Almighty are distinguish-

ed from those of man, by being of an extent

far beyond all the powers of human execution.

The work of Revelation taking its rise in the

beginning of things, advanced slowly through

many ages towards its accomplishment. Ma-
ny were the agents commissioned by heaven to
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labor in the progress of this great work. And
while each seemed to study only his own times,

and to be intent only on the execution of his

o^\Ti particular part, he was working on the

vast design of heaven, in concert with those

who had lived many ages before him, and with

those who were to arise in ages yet to come.
Nothing therefore could give consistency to the

labors of men thus situated in times and coun-

tries the most remote from each other, and
amongst whom no human means of commu-
nication could possibly lie open, but the guid-

ing hand of Him who " knows the end from
the beginning," and before whom the secrets

of all future ages are unfolded, conducting the

whole, and leading each, unknown to himself,

to fill up his part of the immense plan. Whilst
therefore the common eye sees nothing in the

volume of Revelation, but separate predictions,

unconnected miracles, distinct histories, undi-

gested laws, and detached events ; the just and
attentive observer beholds an amazing chain of

connection running throughout the whole, be-

holds the strongest union under an apparent

disorder, and discerns what at first sight seem-
ed perplexed and void of design, to be as was
beautifully said of the ways of providence, *' a
regular confusion."

It must necessarily happen, that many parts

of Revelation, at the same time that they serv-

ed a more limited purpose, must have been
planned in subservience to this great design.

And therefore if we overlook this reference.
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we can never be master of their true force, nor
understand their full effect. It is the business

of the faithful teacher of God's word, to study

these relations, and to compare the Revelation

of one age with that of anotlier. By this means,

many of those passages which are otherwise
" hard to be understood," will be cleared up,

many new lights will be obtained, many truths

better supported, and, every part mutually

sustaining each other. Revelation will stand

firm and unshaken, and will appear, in the

beautiful image of the royal Psalmist, like "a
city that is at unity in itself." And thus will

the faithful minister of God's word be enabled,

by the divine blessing, to lead others more
steadily in their duty, and to protect from er-

ror those who do not enjoy his abilities or op-

portunities. He will go before them like a

skilful guide, who is not barely acquainted with

one single beaten path, and therefore may ea-

sily be thrown beyond his knovrledge, but is

master of the whole country through which he

is appointed to lead them.

Thus it is, that Revelation hath, by the

wise author of it, been at once adapted to the

capacities of the vulgar, and to the most im-

proved understandings ; affording, at the same
time, exercise for the brightest talents, and

instructions suited to the vulgar mind. Nor
is it necessary that the imlearncd Christian

should be in possession of all those hidden

stores in the system of Revelation which learn-

ing gives access to ; no more than that the
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peasant should understand all those wonders of

nature, hidden from the vulgar eye, with which

every part of the world around him is enrich-

ed. Both enjoy the fruits of these wonders,

without understanding the sources from whence

they flow.

But whilst this admirable disposition of the

whole work of Revelation gives many advan-

tages to the sincere and able interpreter of

God's word, it must necessarily lay it open to

numberless misrepresentations when it comes
into the hands of the ignorant or ill disposed.

When the blind will undertake to lead the

way, and ignorance, v/ith that confidence which
is peculiar to itself, boldly steps into the seat

of instruction, what wonder that we find errors

multiplied ; passages explained, not only with-

out any regard to the general design of Reve-
lation, but even without attending to the pur-

pose of the writer, or the tenor of the dis-

course to which they belong ; and doctrines

drawn from them, which are absolutely irre-

concileable to the attributes of God, and re-

pugnant to every other plain and undoubted
doctrine of scripture ? Hence the unity of the

church is violated, and all order subverted

;

every contriver of new opinions, or reviver of

those which have been long exploded, becomes'
the leader of a sect ; and he who can build the

most mysterious doctrine on some obscure
text, no matter how little understood the doc-

trine may be, or, as far as it can be understood,
B
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how little consistent with every clearer part of
scripture ; he who can, by these arts, involve

the whole body of Revelation in those clouds
which dwell on some mysterious part, is re-

garded as one favored with new lights, and
w^hilst he labors to render every thing ob-

scure, is held in admiration, as the only clear

interpreter of the oracles of God.
Amidst all these jarring opinions, one point

only seems to remain uncontroverted, that

faith is necessary in order to salvation ; faith

in name at least, since there hath been much
difference of opinion about the true import and
extent of this term.

Taking therefore our beginning from that

wherein all seem to agree, let us inquire into

the nature, the origin, foundation, and evi-

dence, the tendency and operations of faith.

SECTION 11.

Of the Nature of Faith,

T EAVING all human opinions behind us,

let us have recourse to the sacred records

of truth for information, and learn from the

gracious mouth of our Saviour himself, what

we are to think of the true nature of faith.

To any one who is contented to understand

the gospels hi their plain and natural meaning,

this uiquiry cannot be long nor difficult. The
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apostles were appointed to convert the world

to the christian faith, and to convey to all man-
kind the glad tidings of redemption. When
therefore they received their commission to

execute this great work, one would expect to

find some clear account of that faith, which
they were to implant in the minds of mankind,
and which was to be the foundation of the re-

ligion which they were to propagate. Accor-
dingly the words of our Saviour's commission
to them are these ;

" Go } e into all the world,

*' and preach the gospel to every creature.

—

''He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be
*' saved ; but he that believeth not shall be
damned."* Were we possessed only of this

plain account of faith, I suppose no honest and
well-meaning Christian could be at a loss to un-

derstand the nature of that faith vrhich he pro-

fesses. It would then no longer be reckoned
a thing which can neither be explained nor
comprehended, nor vrould there be any room
for those confused and mystic descriptions of
it, which are calculated rather to perplex than
to inform.

The apostles are here directed to preach the
gospel, and to him that believeth the gospel, and
submits to the laws of this nevv^ institution, sal-

vation is promised. Here all is clear and per-
fectly intelligible. The single act of the mind
concerned in faith, as it is here described by our
Saviour himself, is that of believing ; and the
object of faith is that Gospel, and those glad

*Mark xvi. 15, 16.
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tidings of salvation which were deU\ ercd to the
world by the first inspired preachers of Chris-

tianity, and are no^v recorded in their writings.

So plain and simple is the account of faith

given us by the great Author and Finisher of
it : and VvC cannot suppose that, at a time when
he delivered his last instructions to those who
wxre to preach his gospel, he would give them
a defective account of that act by which con-

verts were to be qualified for admission into his

religion. This then is to be considered as the

fundamental rule of faith, to which all subse-

quent accounts of it are to be referred. And
if we meet with difiiculties in any part of the

scripture where this subject is treated of, to this

test must we bring them, and by this great ori-

ginal must they be cleared up ; both because,

in all reason, that which is obscure should be
explained by that which is manifestly clear

;

and because the sacred writers must be suppo-

sed always to have preserved a consistency with

that great commission, by virtue of which they

acted.

Accordinsly we shall find this rule of faith

Strictly adhered to, and strongly confirmed m
their practice. Every new convert will be a

fresh proof that our conception of faith is just,

and that we have represented the instructions

of our Lord in the same sense in which the apos-

tles understood them.

The first fruits of their mission, those three

thousand souls who, as an earnest of a plenti-

ful harvest, came in at the first wonderful ef
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fusion of the Holy Ghost, vcrc described as

*'' they that gladly received the word;" and

soon after, as '* they that [believed.''^

The next history of an eminent conversion

which ^ve meet w^ith, is that which followed up-

on Peter's healing the lame man, who was laid

at the gate ofthe temple. The miracle having
drawn a vast concourse of people together, Pe-

ter took the opportunity of exhorting them to

embrace the christian faith. In the midst of

his discourse he was seized by the magistrates,

alarmed at his success ; J^howbeit, many of
" them which heard the word believed, and the
" number of the men was about fi^^e thou-

''sand."
^ Soon after, the whole body of the faithful,

^vho had met together to thank God for the suc-

cess with which he had blessed their ministry,

are thus described: ^^' And the multitude of
'^ them that believed, wxre of one heart, and of
'^ one soul."

The progress ofthe work ofconversion is thus
described : ||'' And believers were the more ad-

^' ded to the Lord, multitudes both men and
*' women."
When Philip first ** preached Christ in Sa-

maria," and delivered the unhappy people from
the powerful delusions of the enchanter Simon,
we are told, that ^"they believed V\\\\v^, preach-
** ing the things concerning the kingdom of

* Acts ii. 41. t Acts ii. 44. X Acts iv. 4.

§ Acts iv. 32. y Acts V. 14. t Acts viii. 12>

b2
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*' God, and the name of Jesus Christ," and that

"they were baptized."
* '^ If thou behevest with all thine heart,"

said the same apostle to the treasurer of Can-
dace, Queen ofthe Ethiopians, " thou mayest
" be baptized. And he answered and said, I
** believe that Jesus Christ is the. Son of God."
When the miracle of Peter's raisins: Tabi^

tha to life was f' known throughout all Joppa,
'^ many believed in the Lord."

X
'' Through his name," says Peter in his

discourse to the devout Cornelius and his Gen-
tile friends, '^ whosoever believeth in him shall

" receive remission of sins."

When some of the disciples, ** which were
*' scattered abroad upon the persecution that
*' arose about Stephen, came unto Antioch,
*' and spoke unto the Grecians, preaching the
^* Lord Jesus, \ the hand of the Lord v/as with
'* them ; and a great number believed^ and turn-
" cd unto the Lord." Thus providentially did

God turn this persecution to the service of his

cause, and made it a means of spreading that

reliction which it aimed to destroy.

When Sergius Paulus, the governor of Cy-
prus, a prudent man, savv^ clearly '^ the hand of

the Lord" in the punishment which fell upon
the sorcerer Elymas at the word of Paul, |1" he
*' believed^ being astonished at the doctrine of

^' the Lord."

* Acts viii. of. ; t Acts ix, 42.

I Acts X. 45. § Acts xi^2^l. Ii Acts xiii. 1.2,..
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^ *^ Be it known unto you therefore, men and
*' brethren," said St. Paul in his " word of ex-
*' hortation" in the synagogue at Antioch,
*' that through this man is preached unto you
'' the forgiveness of sins ; and by him all that
" believe are justified from all things, from
" which ye could not be justified by the law of
'' Moses."
And when afterwards, in the same city, the

apostles being opposed and rejected by the

Jews, *' waxed bold," and openly declared their

mission to the Gentiles, and published the gra-

cious purpose of heaven to extend " salvation
" unto the ends of the earth; jthe Gentiles
*' were glad, and glorified the word of the
*' Lord : and as many as were ordained to eter-
*' nal life believed. And the word of the Lord
'' was published throughout ail the region. '*

This event is called by the apostles, when at

their return to Antioch they gave an account
of the success of their mission, t " the opening
'' of the door of faith unto the Gentiles."

When the keeper of the prison at Philippi,

alarmed at midnight by the shaking of the foun^

dations of his prison, " called for a light, sprang
"in, came trembling, and falling down before
" his prisoners, Paul and Silas," proposed to

them that important question, '^ What must I

" do to be saved? § Believe on the Lord Jesus
*' Christ," they replied, " and thou shalt be sa-

" ved, and thy house."

* Acts xiii. 38, 39, f Acts xiii. 48, 49.

I Act^ juv. 27. , § Actsxvi. 31,
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At Thessaloiiica, when Paul, '' as his man-
" ner was, went into the synagogue, and three
*' Sabbath-days reasoned with the Jews out of
" the scriptures, -'some of them believed, and
*^ consorted v/ith Paul and Silas."

At Athens, f" certain men clave unto him,
** and believed.'''^

At Corinth, J^Crispus, the chief ruler of
"" the synagogue, believed on the Lord with all

*' his house ; and many of the Corinthians
*^ hearing, believed, and were baptized."

At Rome, f some believed the things which
" were spoken, and some believed not^
Thus have we the clear testimony of our

Lord himself descending down with equal

clearness through his apostles, to instruct us in

the nature of faith. It were easy to enlarge

this account, and to strengthen it by many au-

thorities from every book of the New Testa-

ment. But this would be repeating what must
be known to every one who peruses the sacred

WTitings ; whilst there could be little hopes of

giving additional weight to the argument in the

opinion of those, who can find means to elude

a conclusion dravv'n from the uniform practice

of the apostles, founded on the clearest testimo-

ny of our Lord.

The act of the mind tlien concerned in faith

is simple, but the object is complex and exten-

sive. The object of faith includes a great va-

riety of matter, through which tliere runs one

* Acts xvii. 4. t Acts x\.i. 34.

\ Acts xviii. 8. § Acts xxviii. 24,
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<.rand division that we must carefully attend to.

f ;l;\ns an history andarevelat.on; an u^^

tory of the whole Progress of redempt^o^ifiom

the first unfolding of the design soon after the

£ il its comiletion in the death and resu. -

rection of our Lord : and a revelation oi what-

ever Wongs to a future state, to heaven and

to etemky When faith looks back on all that

our blessed Saviour hath done and suffered for

us it is closely connedted with gratitude and

ove when it looks forward to all those scenes

of blisland P-Iorv that are in reserve for us, it

IftSnmorelmmediatelyunited
with trust and

^'"Faithwefind appeared
veryearlyintheworld

for Abel was possessed of this virtue and by

faith
*" offered unto God a more excellent sac-

Mre thin Cain." But the ob ect of faitl^yas

aSattSe extremely different from that which

S now presented to us. Creation was then al-

most the only great act of mercy that faith

Tould look back upon : for f throug4. faith we

"understand that the v.'orlds were framed by

" he word of God." The historical object of

faith therefore was at fi-^^-/;
.^t'reS

divine mercy were multiplied, and the lecoids

o hem enlarged, .this part of
^^^l^^i^f-^

creased. And as it increased, we find the pi o-

mLes of God, which were at first revealed m

general terms growing at the sanie ^e m^e

distinct and explicit. The ho"^^' ;fij
bounds tte view, enlarges as ^ye advance for-

* Heb. xi, 4. t Heb. xi. 3.
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ward 111 the history of revelation, so that each
succeeding patriarch or pronhet had a fuller
prospect both of the blessings and the promi-^s ot God, than those that went befbi him.
Ihe history of past, and the promises of future
mercies, were still increasing together, till at
length to us who have the happiness of seeing
tiie work of redemption accomplished, and
Whatever concerns our eternal state placed in
the dearest light, the object of faidi is com-
pletely revealed, and appears before us in its
lull magnitude.

Faith then, in the early ages of the world,
could have been little more than a belief and
trust m the general promises of God. This.
agrees extremely well with that beautiful his"-
tory of pristine lliith, which we have in the elev-
enth chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews.
^•^

1 hese all died in faith, not having received
the promises, but having seen them afar off,

1^

and were persuaded of them, and embraced
them, and confessed that they were strano-ers

^' and pilgrims on the earth."
^

How thankful then ought we to be for tho<=e
superior lights with ^vhich we are blessed ; for
tnat complete revelation, and that finished his-
tory of redeeming love which we enjoy ! And
it the holy men who lived in that dawn of rev-
elation, could cheerfullv sustain every difficuhy
by which their faith was tried, and could m^ e
such heroic proofs of their trust and depend-
ance on God, how great must be the reproach

* Heb, xi. 13.
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to US if the Son of Righteousness shining- upon
us cannot warm our cold affections into some
suitable expressions of gratitude and duty.

SECTION III.

Of the various Jchuls into which Faith hath been

commonly distinguished,

TpHE distinction which hath been remark-

ed in the object of faith, as looking back

on the past, or forward on the promised mer-

cies of God, and thus connected on one hand
with love, on the other with trust, cannot es-

cape us in reading the holy scriptures. Where
ancient times are spoken of, we generally find

the latter idea pre^ ail. In the times of the

gospel, we sometimes distinguish the one, and
sometimes the other, and frequently faith is

spoken of in its full extent, as comprehending
both.

The reflex act of fliith, or that which looks

back on God's sTacious dealiuQ-s with mankind
already past, is the first in order : it is that which
first arises in the mind, and by which the other

is introduced. It is the belief of God's mer-
cies past, that can alone give any solid hopes,

any well-ground.ed belief of mercies to come.
This is the basis, and indeed the evidence, on
\^ hich is built all our trust in the promises of

God, all our hopes in futurity. And thus it is,
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that faith, which is in one hght, as it looks for-

ward towards future happiness, " the substance
*' of things hoped for ;" is in another, as it rests

on the foundation of former mercies, "- the ev-
" idence of things not seen."

This distinction, important as it is, doth
not however affect the nature of faith. Its es-

sence, as seated in the mind, is still the same ;

it is still a belief in the mercies of God, whe-
ther it may dwell on the records of his provi-

dence, and the history of redemption, or look

forward into the boundless prospect of eternity.

Just as vision is the same, however its object

may be changed, whether the eye is cast down-
wards on the earth, or is lifted up to heaven.

This seems to be the only distinction that is

well founded in scripture, or is of any conse-

quence in the study of our religion. It hath

been \isual howcA-er to multiply distinctions,

and men who can be satisfied with nothing that

is plain and simple, fond of knowledge ostenta-

tious rather than useful, would think you know
little of your religion, if you do not speak fa-

miliarly of several different kinds of faith. For,

besides the true living faith, we are told that

there is a temporary faith, an historical faith, a

speculative faith, and a faith ofmiracles. But
all these distinctions, it is apprehended, are of

no use to the plain and honest believer, and

will appear upon inquiry, to be without any

just foundation in scripture.

The notion of a temporary faith, as a dis-

tinct kind of faith, is taken from our Saviour's
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parable of the sower. He here represejits, and
beautifully illustrates, the reception which the

gospel would meet with amongst different hear-

ers, by seed sown in different soils. In the first

instance, *' the seed fell by the way side upon a

soil that might have been naturally good, but:

w^as now trodden down, and become so firm

and hard that the seed could not enter into it."

This represents a mind so hardened in impie-

ty, that the word can make no impression upon^

it. The word is never received into the mind,

and therefore, in this instance, there is in reali-

ty no faith.

In the two following instances, the seed is

received: Faith is here produced, but from
various causes it is prevented from working its

proper effect. Not because the faith itself was
of a wrong kind, and tares had been sown in-

stead of wheat. The seed was right and
sound, as appears by its timely vegetation.

The word was properly received, and enter-

tained at first even v/ith joy, but then it wanted
a due supply of nourishm.ent. In the stony

ground the surface was good, but there was no
depth of earth. The plant grew^ and llourished

in temperate seasons, but there wanted a
depth and strength of soil ; there wanted that

deep attention, and serious application of mind,
vv^hich alone could fix the root of faith in the

heart, and enable it to stand firm in adverse
times, and to endure the storms of persecu-
tion. In the thorny ground there was no want

c
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of nourishment sufficient to have fed the plant,

but it was all drawn off in supplying useless

weeds. The mind was not averse to all the
serious attention and close application of
thought that could be required, but that atten-

tion which should have been given to religion

was cill exhausted on the thornv cares or the

luxuriant pleasures of life.

It was not therefore from any defect in the

kind of faith, that it became fruitless, and died
away before it attained to perfection, in either

of these instances ; but because it wanted that

nourishment and due cultivation which it finds

in the "honest and good heart," and which
alone can enable it to bring forth fruit, thirty,

sixty, or an hundred fold.

We are next to consider the case of an his-

torical faith, or a faith which believes indeed the

account of redemption, but at the same time

looks upon it with cold indifterence as an unin-

terestiiig story* But can we suppose such a

case the case of a man who believes an history

in which his own highest interests arc closely

interwoven, and yet believes himself uninter-

ested in it ? The supposition is manifestly in-

consistent in itself. A man's passions or pre-

judices may keep him from attending to the

gospel, or prevent the news of salvation from
making any impression upon his mind ; but if

he once belie^'es its interesting truths, he can-

not believe them v/ith indifference.

We naturally take such a share even in the

interests of others, that we cannot attend to an
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history of the remotest events with absohite in-

difference. The annals of ages long since past

awaken all our passions. Whilst we listen to

the well told story of virtue in distress, the tear

of pity steals down our cheek. If we read of

the hero who bravely rescued a people from
the oppression of a tyrant, or saved even pri-

vate innocence from ruin, we feel our bosom
beat with the approbation of thegenerous deed.

The truth is, that every history must in some
degree move us, as it is more or less interest-

ing. We cannot separate between the belief

of the history and the aftections that it will nat-

urally excite in us. Is it possible then to con-

ceive a man believing the history of himself and
of all the world being saved from endless ruin,

and believing it with absolute indifference ? It

cannot be. The true faith and the historical

must coincide, where the history is the history

of redemption.

The speculative faith is nearly allied to the

liistorical. This is considered as opposed to a

true practical faith. It must be allowed indeed
that faith conceived in the mind, and living in

contemplation only, is not so valuable as faith

brought forth into act, and directing and influ-

encing life and manners. But still faith and
practice are in themselves distinct from each
other ; and Avhen v/e inquire into the nature of

faith, it must be considered in itself, and as it

exijsts in the mind only. And in its own prop-
er and inherent nature it is the same, whether
it be yet made perfect by works or not. As
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the nature ann powers of every caAse are indc-

pendent of its effect ; or as a mechanical rule is

Ihe same in the conception of the artist and in

the execution of tlie mechanic. If this be not

admitted, and if ail faith must be condemned as

false and spurious under the name of specula-

tive, because it hath not yet been caiTied into

act, I bea; it may be considered how far this ae-

cision will carry us. All faith, ev-en the pures

and best, must, must be contained in the heait

before it can operate on the actions; and

there was a time when the faith of the most ex-

emplary men, even of the apostles themselves,

was in this sense speculative.

I am well aware that a speculative faith is

frequently taken in a very different sense, as a

belief like that of the most abstracted theorem,

confined merely to speculation, ^"d which hadi

in itself no relation or tendency to practice.

But when we consider what hath been said un-

der the foregoing article, I think there will be

reason to Jl in question the very existence of

Sind of fldth.' There can be no real behef

of the arreat doctrines of Christianity jvithout

^omenfotions of the will to goodness Itis his

which makes the case of the wicked chustian

so extremeJv unpardonable. He over-rules

a^d stifles these good motions, and by violence

suppresses those convictions '^"d repr^aches of

conscience which he cannot but ^^1- Th^y

who suppose that a man may indeed believethe

goiel without feeling any impulse to goodness

furcU- do not well consider what the doctrines
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of the gospel are. A sinner can never go on
at ease in a course of vicious indulgence, who
believes that " doubtless there is a God who
judgeth the earth," and that he must, after this

life, render a strict account of ail his a.ctions.

He cannot look on the prospect of eternal bliss

without some secret ''longings after immortal-

ity ;" nor on scenes of endless misery without

"shrinking back from destruction." But in

spite of every impulse to gx)odness he persists

in \vickedness ; and it is this which will make
it more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah in

the day of judgment, than for those who per-

sist in a course of unrepented sin under the

light of the gospel.

But '' the devils also believe, and tremble."

True. St. James, to show the absm'dity of sup-

posing that the design of Christianity terminates

in faith, reminds the abettors of that most dan-

gerous tenet, that the devils themselves are aU
most as much christians as they are. But we
must remark an essential difference between
the case of evil spirits and that of men. Thej
may indeed believe the truth of the gospel, but
the gospel is no gospel, no tidings of joy to

them. Thev know that the Son of God, who
comes to offer salvation to mankind, comes to
*' bruise the serpent's head." A belief of this

must necessarily add to their horror and despair.

But when man believes the gospel, he believes

that to him is this word of salveUion sent ; he
sees the Son of God as his Redeemer and his

c 2
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Saviour ; a belief of a very different kind, and
which must be attended with very different

emotions. In a word, that there mav be a behef
of the gospel, which is never "made perfect"

by suitable works, fatal experience but too

strongly compels us to admit ; but the honor
of oi.ir holy religion obliges us to maintain, that

there can be no real belief of the truth of the

gospel without a tendency to produce goodness.

The * faith of miracles alone remains to be
considered. This is of two kinds, the passive

and the active* That is called the passive faith

of miracles, which was generally required as a
qualification for receiving tl>e benefit of a mi-

raculous cure. The nature of this faith will

be clear from two or three remarkable instan-

ces.

What then v/as that faith of the Centurion ,.

^"hLch our Lord himself admired, and which
he honored with this high encomium, '* I have
" not found so great faith, no not in Israel ?

"Lord, lam not worthy," thus did this Ro-
nian express himself, *' I am not worthy that

"thou shouldest come under my roof." Thy
personal attendance cannot be necessary to

* An efifectual faith of miracles it is supposed we do

not at this time aspire after, or expect to be blessed -with.

And therefore should it really be proved to have been a

distinct species of faith, it cannot be brought as an ex-

ception to that idea of faith which hath been before es^

tablislied. But even here we shall find the general char-

acter cif mith vviiich" bath been deduced from our Sav-

iour's v;ords, and the practice of his apostles, clearly

preserved*
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this miracle. Even my commands are execu-

ted at a distance by these soldiers, who are un-

der my authority. But all nature is more obe-

dient to thy will, than these soldiers are to

mine : therefore " speak the word only ;" obe-

dient nature will execute the rest, *'andmy
'' servant shall be healed." Our Lord w^as

struck with these exalted conceptions of the

power by which he acted ; and in answer to

this sublime expression of faith, he replied

;

^" Go thy way, and as thou hast believed^ so

"be it done unto thee."
^^

-f
Believe ye that I am able to do this?"

said our Saviour to the blind men. *' They
"said unto him, Yea, Lord. Then touched
"he their eyes, saying, according to your faith

"be it unto you." Their addressing him by
the title of " Son of David," may be consider-

ed as an acknowledgment that they believed

him to be the Messiah, since that was one of
his prophetic characters.

Jesus thus described the power of this kind
of faith to the man who brought his son to be
healed of a dumb spirit. J" If thou canst /^e-

^' lieve^ all things are possible to him that be-
" lieveth. And straitwa.y the father of the
" child cried out, and said v/ith tears, Lord, I
^^ believe ; help thou mine unheliej?''

§" Fear not," said Jesus to the ruler of the
synagogue : " believe only, and thy daughter
shall be made whole."

* Matthew viii. 13. f Matthew ix. 28.

\ Markix. 23, 24. % Luke viii. 50.
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When Jesus was preparing Martha for the

resurrection of her brother, ||" He said unto
'* her, I am the resurrection and tlie hfe ; he
''that helieveth in me, though he were dead,
*' yet shall he Uve. And whosoever hveth and
"• helieveth in me shall never die. Believest
*' thou this ? She said unto him. Yea, Lord, I

** believe that thou art the Christ, the Son of

"God, which should come into the world."

And afterwards, ''Jesus said unto her. Said I

"not unto thee, that if thou wouklest believe^

" thou shouldest see the glory of GodV
In all these instances the general character

of faith is clearly preserved. In the last there

is a full and explicit confession of one of

tlie noblest articles of our faith, and indeed

expressly of the fundamental article of all

christian faith. " I believe that thou art the
*' Christ, the Son of God, which should come
"into the world." In the other instances the

act of faith is still the same ; it is still a belief;

diifering only in the extent of the object.

—

Martha Vvas honored with the peculiar confi-

dence of our Lord, and therefore she had a

clearer and fuller revelation of his will than

others at that time enjoyed. They all express-

ed a firm belief of our Lord's supreme power
over nature, and therefore of his divine mis-

sion. The great object of faith was not yet

distinctly revealed to them ; but they believed

as much of it as was revealed. Their faith

was like that of the patriarchs, a belief, con-

11 John xi. 25.
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nected Vvith a trust, in the power and promises
of God.

I may be permitted to add, that as these

miraculous cures wrought on the body were
preparatory to that salvation which was to be
dispensed to the soul, so they seem to present

us with an emblem of it in some very striking

particulars. The person to be healed is sen-

sible of his own diseased state, and of his utter

inability to relieve himself.—He flies to our
Redeemer for help, and trusts entirely in his

power to save. Though there are many ex-

pressions which seem to ascribe the miracle

to the virtue of faith, yet it is certain that it

was performed solely by the power and mercy
of our Lord. Those expressions therefore, so

frequently used on these occasions, " Thy
" faith hath saved thee, thy faith hath made
*' thee whole," in consonance w^ith many de-

clarations of the like import used in speaking

directlv of salvation,- cannot be understood to

mean that faith was itself the operating and ef-

ficient cause in the miracle, but only that it

was a necessary condition of receiving the

blessing.

Our Saviour himself clearly points out the

transition from that " virtue which went out of

him" to relieve the body, to that healing virtue

which he dispenses to the soul, by expressly

joining on some occasions '' remission of sins"

with the bodily cure. -" Son," saith he to

the sick of the palsy, '*be of good cheer, thy

* Me\tthew ix. 2.
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**sins be forgiventhee." And in answer to

the injurious construction whien the Scribes

put upon this declaration, '' Wiiether," con-

tinued he, *' is it easier to say thy sins be for-

*' given thee ; or to say, arise, and walk V But
" that 3'e may know that the Son of Man hath
'^ power on earth to forgi\'e sins ; then saith

"he," addressing hin^self "to tlie sick of the

"palsy. Arise, take up thy bed, and go unto

"thine house :" clearly informing us, that his

chief design in these miraculous cures wrought
on the body, was to prove to us his power of

giving salvation to the soul.

This remark will lead us to understand our

Saviours conduct on another occasion. The
evangelist informs us, that f" he did not many
" mighty miracles amongst his own country-
" men, because of their unbelief." Not that

his divine pov. er was exhausted or diminished

or its eificacy dependant on man, or restrained

by any act of his ; but that our Saviour chose

to exert it there only where it could be sub-

servient to the purposes of religion. We have

reason to believe, from the many instances of

that kind expressly mentioned, that he rarely

performed these miraculous cures, but where
he foresaw that the miracle would have an ex-

tensive and happy eifect upon the mind. He
expressly requircs an open acknowledgment of

their faith from many of those, on whom, or

at whose request, the miracle v/as wrought

;

and probably had aiwa^'s a regard to the dispo-

t Matthew :aii. 58,
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—

Thus did that divine e-ocdne.ss wliich directedo
all his actions to the greatest happiness of man,
make one great act of mercy introductive to a

greater. And therefore, in the case which we
are now considering, where there was no prop-

er disposition to improve the blessing, where
it would have answered no moral purpose, and
where the whole effect would have been the'

rem.oval cf bodily pain, the evangelist informs

us that he vvithheld his mighty works.

We may now pass on to consider that which
is called the active faith of miracles. By which
is meant that faith which was required as a

condition of receiving the power of working
miracles. Faith, even here, was not itself that

active power which wrought the miracle, but
only, as in the formicr case, a condition or qual-

ification of receiving: it. Of this we have a

clear proof in the case of the Apostles them-
selves. That their faith was firmly establish-

ed after thev had been witnesses of our Lord's

rcsurrection and ascension, caniiot be doubted.
But it was not till the feast of Pentecost that

they were endued with '^ power fromon high,"

by which they were enabled to work miracles.

To discover the nature of this fiiith, we need
only have recourse to that promise of our Lord
to his disciples, by which he annexes to faith

this pov/er of working miracles. F.or all these

powers, said he, shall be conferred on, or shall

follow j "^"them that believe,''^ From which
*Muik xvi. 17.
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it is clear, that even this faith, which at first

sieht may seeiA to be of a distinct and pecuhar

nature, is in reahty no more than the common

faith of christians: it is no other than a beliet

in our Redeemer, to which he was pleased tor

the estabhshment of his rehgion to annex at

one time the blessing of bodily cures
;

at an-

other, the power of working miracles.

The result of all is, that the act of the mmd

in foith is invariable, though the object hath

undergone many changes. At first it was no

no more than a promise of Redemption con-

ceived in general terms. The object however

was gradually enlarged, and as it was enlarged,

became clearer and more distinct, till all the

promises that belong to this world, received

their accomplishment in our Saviour ; and all

those which belong to a future state, were pla-

ced by him in the strongest light.

We may therefore lay aside all other dis-

tinctions, as of no importance to unlearned

christians at least, as tending only to encum-

ber and embarrass their minds, and to open the

way to a train of needless difficulties and

groundless suspicions. They need be under no

anxiety about the kindoftheir faah,.if they are

only secure as to the sincerity of it.

Content then to follow the simplicity ot the

e-ospel, let us conclude, that there is m reahty

but one kind of faith : faith being every where

a belief of redemption, and of all the blessings

and promises that belong to it, as far as they

ai-e rex cakd. To us therefore, who have the
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happiness to see revelation finished and com-
pletedin the gospel, and all saving truths there
summed up and concentered, faith ma}^ be defi.
ned, A BELIEF OF THE GOSPEL.

This simple idea will be found to answer ev-
ery purpose, and to be the basis of every char-
acter ascribed to faith in the holy scriptures.
And were we to pursue our subject through all
those paths in which revelation would lead us
we should see how all the inspired writers cor-
respond in this great point, as in every other •

how all that they affirm of faith, arises from this
fundamental idea ; and how, like a central li^ht
It discovers to us the symmetry of the whole
christian system, and clears up the difficulties
which must ever be inexplicable to such as at-
tach themselves to some inferior part only re-
gardless of what is principal or dependant in
the system, and losing sight of that grand or-
der and connection which run through all the
works of the Almighty. We should see the
true origin of faith how it arises, and how the
divme flame is first kindled in the soul. We
should see the tendency and the operations of
taith, the glorious change that it works in the
breast where it is received and cherished, how
It gives new life to the soul that was befoi-e
Qead to all sense of goodness, how wonderful-
ly it reinforces the cause ofvirtue within us,
and lifts the heart from earth to heaven.
At present it must suffice to have obtained a

clear conception of the nature of faith, and to
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have taken a distinct view of our Lord's own

account of it. A subject which could never be

deemed unseasonable, but which seems to have

a peculiar claim to our attention at this time,

when so many unhappy divisions are multi-

plying amongst us, most of which seem to

have been formed, and still to be supported

tipon the confused and mistaken representa-

tions which have been made of taith.

For some join with feith in its very nature

and first conception, a strong confidence of sal-

vation, without any condition, and ^v^hm
^^^

serve ; and consequent y leave ^^ry 1 "k room

for any anxiety about improvement in vntue,

vhiXmust rather indeed seem superfluous

Xre the great end of all virtue is supposed

to bellready attained by a prompt and hardy

assurance that we shaU be saved.

Others give such accounts of faith, as, lar

from conveying any distinct notion of what

they undertlke^to describe, must leave heir

Swers lost and bewildered, tota% ^^-^ of

allclearapprehensionsmtl.emselves,aBdthee

fore in a fit disposition to follow ^^her^ei

their leaders think fit to conduct them- One of

these descriptions is so veryf
^ram^n^

f

I cannot forbear laying it before my .eaers.

"Faith" says this writer, " is not any sin-

.< rieSt or act of the soul,.nor ought it_ to

4e restrained tobnefaculty
tnereof only; but

"U is something made up o^^^^^
"which though not in a confused maimer,

"iSf^terferf one with the other, and ma
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''kind of delightful fellowship and union, pro-

" mote and help each other, and this constant-

"ly. It imports acliange of the whole man,
" is the spring of the whole spiritual life ; and
*' lastly, it denotes an holy diligence and ener-

" gy of the whole soul towards God in Christ,

^' so that its full compass can scarcely be com-

''prehended in a distinct manner under any
" one single idea."*

This is called, " a plain and simple, a truly

" scriptural account of faith." But how dif-

ferent is this from the clear language of Him
who is the true light, and who came to lighten

every man that cometh into the world ! Sure-

ly, we may say of men who speak this lan-

guage, as the Apostle did of some teachers of

new opinions in his days, that whilst they de-

sire to be teachers of the law, they yet under-

stand neither what they say, nor whereof they

affirm.

Amidst the concern, which the prospect of

these increasing distractions in our Churph
must occasion, where shall the true friend of

religion turn his eyes for consolation ? Where,
next under heaven, but to those ancient seats

of learning, in which trutli hath long taken up
her favorite residence ? When errors and cor-

ruption in doctrine and practice begin to spread

their contagion, here will religion expect to

find her pure doctrines taught, and her genu-
ine principles laid deep in the minds of those

* See a treatise on Faith, extracted aad translated from
WiTsius, by the Reverend INIr, Madan.
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who are trained up for her service. And hence
4^ will she hope to lead them forth, warmed with

the instructions which they have received, and
^he examples thev have beheld, to diffuse that

knowledge which they have here imbibed, and
thus to remove the growing delusion.

To prepare them for this important service,

we must begin by endeavoring to possess them
with just and clear conceptions of that faith

which they are to defend, that faith which is

the Hfe and soul of our whole religion, and
without which it can neither be understood,

nor taught, nor practised as it ought to be.

And to engage us in these labors, we who
are devoted to the study of all true and valu-

able knowledge, have many motives peculiar

to ourselves.

Were it the cause of abstracted truth alone,

that were sufficient to render it interesting

here, we would be thought to reason justly,

and to think v/ith propriety in matters of sci-

ence alone ; and to have clear and distinct

ideas of all those objects w^hicli are seen by
the fainter light of reason (jn'iy : what then

must be our reproach, if through our inatten-

tion, we suffer perplexity and confusion to re-

main around those great objects upon which
all the brightness of revelation shines ! Even
philosophy calls for our diligence here, if

Christianity did not. And ill should we acquit

ourselves towards our Creator who hath given

us reason and abilities, and towards his good

providence, who, by the hands of our foun-
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ders and benefactors, hath blessed us with the

means of improving them, if whilst we exert

them in cultivating every branch of amusing or

instructive science, we should neglect in the

mean time to exercise them on the noblest of

all objects ; on that wherein our own happiness,

the honor of God, and the good of mankind
are all equally concerned. ^
May we ever keep this object in our view !

and when our holy religion shall be in danger

of being obscured by ignorance, superstition,

or enthusiasm, may the true light of the gos^

pel be preserved here ; and shining forth from
hence, may the gathering clouds of error and
delusion be dispersed before it, and the sacred,

saving truths of revelation again break forth

in all their brightness, and be confessed every

where in their native purity !

/

SECTION IV,

Of the Origin of Faith.

TF we would understand the true Or i g i

x

OF Faith, we must have recourse to the

great Author and Finisher of it.

By what means then did our Saviour, by
what means did his Apostles, originally im-

plant faith in the minds of the first converts ?

Did they implant it ? or, did they leave it tQ

D 2
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be produced entirely by the inward operation
of the Holy Spirit ?

These are inquiries which the gospel alone
can answer.

When the Jews demanded from our Lord
^n open and explicit declaration, whether he
was the Messiah, or not, he replied only
by an appeal to those works which he did in

his Father's name. These works, he said,

spake for him, and would decide this matter
more clearly than any words of his own could
do. -*' Jesus walked in the temple, in Solo-
** mon's porch. Then came the Jews round
*^ about him, and said unto him. How long
*' dost thou make us to doubt ? If thou be the
^' Christ, tel) us plainly. Jesus answered
*^ them, I told you and ye believed not.
** The works tliat I do in my Father's name,
** they bear witness of me." And afterwards

he adds, ^* R" 1 do not the works of my Father,
*' believe me not. But if I do, though ye b^-
"^ licve not me, believe the works*"*

In this passage our Lord clearly makes faith

dependant on the testimony of his miracles.
*' If he did the works of his Father, he tells

^' the Jews, they ought to believe those works."

On no other supposition doth he require their

belief in him. " If he did not the works of
*' his Father, he leaves them at full libertv to
*^ reject his claim, aiul to withdraw their be-
"• lief ;" eontented that their faith should stand

* John X. 22, kQ,
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or fall, as it should appear to be supported by
this kind of evidence, or to want that support.

It is not on this occasion alone that our Sav-

iour lays this ground of faith ; we find it eve-

ry where resting on the same foundation. His
addresses to the understanding, his application

of argument and reasoning, his appeals to ex-

ternal evidence, abound in all his discourses,

and meet us in every part of his history. The
instances of tliis kind are too numerous to be
fully recited, much less to be insisted and en-

larged upon as their importance deserves. I

shall content myself therefore with laying be-

fore my readers a recapitulation of what hath
been extracted from the evangelical writings

to our purpose ; and shall give them in gen-
eral, the result of a careful and attentive peru-

sal of the gospels, and the history of the apos-

tolical labors. This I shall do in the first

place ; and then shall add such reflections, as

I hope m.ay throv/ some light upon this impor-
tant subject.

In the first place then, Vv^e are expressly told,

that the design of our Lord's forerunner was
*' to prepare the way of the Lord;" to dispose
the hearts of men for that purer dispensation

w hich was now to take place, and to turn theu*

attention towards that great personage who
was about to rise. * '* He came for a witness,
'' to bear xvitness of the light, that all men
*' through him might believe." By his attes*

tation, and by the many extraordinary cir-

* John i. 7.
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cumstances in his birth and ministry, he in-

troduced and opened the evidence for the di-

vine mission of our Lord.

The pecuUar force of John's testimony lay

in its being prophetical. Every common be-

holder could own our Lord to be the Messiah,

after they had seen his miracles. But John
bare witiuess to him before he had given any
proofs of a divine power. It was his part to

close the prophetical evidence of our Lord's

divine mission. "He was a Prophet:" but

he was at the same time '' more than a Proph-
" et." For it was his great office to introduce

that new dispensation which the other Proph-

'ets had only fdretold.^ This peculiar situation

gave occasion to a remarkable difference in

the manner of confirming their testimony.

All the ancient Prophets were at a great dis-

tance from the grand object which they fore-

told. Hence it was necessary that they should

be enabled to confirm their prophecies,a nd to

procure them credit amongst their contem.po-

raries, by miracles, or by some collateral

prophecy which received a speedy accom-

plishment. But the language of the Baptist

was, "' Behold the Lamb of God !" " TJfiere

** standeth one among you who is greater than
'* I." John therefore, as we read, " did no
" miracle : but all things that John spake of
*' this man were true." His testimony to the

character of our Lord was verified by the

event ; and his predictions were supported^
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not by any miracles of his own, but by the

personal appearance, and the miracles of our

Lord himself.^

But

* What hath been here observed concerning the na-

ture of the Baptist's testimony, will lead us to under-

stand the desi^.?;n and the propriety of that message
which he sent to our Lord by his disciples. Having
finished the business of his own mission, in order to

instruct his disciples that they were now to seek from

the Lamb of God himself, the accomplishment of that

testimony which he had borne of him, he sen>^ two of

them to our Lord, to inquire whether he claimed the

character of the promised Messiah or not, and what

proof he could give of his title to it. In answer to

which our Lord said [unto them, '< Go and shew
"John again those things which ye do hear and see t

" the blind receive their sight, and the lame walk ; the
-<' lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear ; the dead are

" raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached un-
" to them." This answer is a clear reference to a sig-

nal * prophecy of Isaiah concerning the Messiah : and

therefore it is manifest that he referred the inquirers

for their conviction at once to the evidence of prophe-

cies and miracles. The finger of God is manifest in

tills whole occurrence. It could not be by chance tiiut

John sent his disciples to propose this important ques-

tion to our Lord at the very time when he was enabled

to give the fullest satisfaction to it, and to confirm iri so

remarkable a manner the testimony of the Baptist.

It could not be by chance that the inquiry after his di-

vine character was made at that critical period when he
was displaying the strongest marks of it ; in that " same
" hour" when he was engaged in " curing many of
«' their infirmities and plagues, and of evil spirits, and
" in giving sight to many that were born blind."

We
* Isaiah Ixi. See also Luke iv. 18.
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But let us pass on to consider our Lord's

conduct and personal declarations on this sub-

ject.

The Evangelist does not neglect the very

first occasion of teaching us the true design,

and telling us the genuine effect of our Lord's

miracles. On the '' beginning of miracles"

which Jesus did in Cana of Galilee, he re-

marks,

We see clearly then the propriety of this inquiry,

without deducing it from any supposed doubts or dis-

content in the mind of the Baptist himself, or even

any incredulity in his disciples. John had frequently

declared our Lord to be the Messiah, which was indeed

the grand purpose of his own mission. But without

his doubting, or his disciples disbelieving, this testimo-

ny, they must all alike have been sensible, that this

testimony could have no force till it should be confirmed

by the event ; and till our Lord should prove himself

to be what John had asserted him to be. The proph-

ets had described the Messiah. John had pointed out

our Saviour to the world as the person by them describ-

ed. His testimony, therefore, must have been over-

thrown, had it not afterwards appeared, that <' all things

*' that John spake of this man were true." Hence it

"was natural, nay, it was necessai'y, that he should send

his disciples to our Lord, that they might see the pr«~

phetical descriptions of the Messiah, and the testimony

of their master, verified in him. Aiul when now the

business of his own mission was accomplished ; when
his doctrine and his testimony of our Lord's divine char-

acter had made their due impression upon the people ;

when the report of the " mighty works of Christ" had

reached him " in prison," and he perceived that our

Saviour began to display that divine power which the

prophets had ascribed to the Messiah, he then saw that

this
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marks, that he thereby * " manifested forth
*' his glory, and his disciples beUeved on him."
Our Saviour reproaches, in the scA'erest

terms, those cities, which had been witness

of his mighty works without being converted

by them, f " Woe unto thee, Chorazin : w-oe

*' imto thee, Bethsaida; for if the mighty
" works had been done in Tyre and Sidon,
'' which have been done in you, thej^ liad a
" great while ago repented ; sitting in sack-
" cloth and ashes. But it shall be more tol-

" erable for Tyre and Sidon at the judgment
*' than for you."
His displeasure against those who had re-

sisted the clearest evidence, is expressed in

terms the strooQ-est ajid most av/akening- that

can be imagined. J" Wherefore I say unto
" you, All manner of sin and blasphemy shall

" be forgiven unto man, but the blasphemy
•' against the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven
^' unto man." Our

* Jobnii. U. t Matth. xi. 21.

I Matth. xii. 31.

this uas the season pointed out to him by Providtnce,

for sending his disciples to make this inquiry.

I gladly embrace this opportunity of acknowledging
t!ie pleasure I have received from the perusal of " An
". Inquiry into the Divine Missions of John the Baptist

*' and Jesus Christ," by the ingenious Mr. Bp:ll, and
of referring my readers to it : where they will find the

argument for the truth of Christianity v^rising from the

several extraordiriary circumstances in the birth and
ministry of the Baptist, as they stand connected with

the history of our Lord, drawn out with a laasteriy

hand.
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Our Lord appeals to the prophetic evidence

of the ancieTit scriptures for ihe conviction of

the Jews. * '* SeiU'ch the scriptures," says

he, '' for in them ye think ye have eternal life :

*' and they are they which testify of m*e. Had
** ye believed Moses, ye would have believed
^•' me : for he wrote of me. But if ye believe
" not his writings, how shall ye believe my
*' words ?"

Often does he press upon them the evidence

arising from his miraculous works in proof of

his divine mission, as of irresistible force.

t " If I do not the works of my Father, believe
** me not. But if I do, though ye believe
" not me, believe the works. J Believe me
** that I am in the Father, and the Father in
'^ me : or else believe me for the very works
" sake. ^ If I had not done among them the
" works which none other man did, they had
*^ not had sin.

||
I have greater witness than

*' that of John : for the works which the Fath-
*' er hath given me to finish, the same works
" that I do, bear witness of me, that my Fath-
'^ er hath sent me."
The sense which the people had of this evi-

dence, appears in many instances.
^' ^ When he was in Jerusalem at the pass-

" over, in the feast-day, many believed in

*' his name, when they saw the miracles which
'' he did."

* John V. 39 and 46. t John x. 37, 38.

t John xiv. 11. § John xv. 24.

If JohHv. 36. t John ii. 23.
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'^ ^ Rabbi," said Nicodemiis, " we know
'' that thou art a teacher come from God : for

'' no man can do these miracles that thou do-
" est, except God be with him."

" t Come," said the woman of Samaria,
** come, see a man which told me all the things
" that ever I did : is not this the Christ ?

'^ And many of the Samaritans of that city

" believed on him, for the saying of the wo-
'^ man.—And many more believed beca.use
^^ of his own word ; and said unto the wo-
" man, Now we believe, not because of thy

"saying; for we have heard him ourselves,
'' and know that this is indeed the Christ, the
'' Saviour of the world."

After the miracle of feeding the multitude

with five barley-loaves and two small fishes,

we are told, ''
J Then those men, when they

" had seen the miracle which Jesus did, said,

" This is of a truth that prophet that should
*' come into the world." And on another oc-

casion, 5" Many of the people believe on
" him, and said. When Christ cometh will
'^ he do greater miracles than those which this

" man hath done ?"

The reasoning: of the m.an born blind is

equally just and spirited. ||" Herein," said

he to the Pharisees, " is a marvellous thing,
'^ that ye know not whence he is, and yet he
" hath opened mine eyes. Nov/ we know that

Johniii. 2. t John iii. 41, &:c.

\ John vi. 14. § John vii. 31.

[' John ix. 30, 8cc.

E
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** Godheareth not sinners ; but ifany man be
" a worshipper ofGod, and doeth his will, him
" he heai'eth. Since the world began was it

*' not heard, that any man opened the eyes of
'* one that was born blind. If this man were
" not of God, he could do nothing."^

Upon more occasions than one does our Lord
openly avow the design of his miracles, at the

very time of working them. As in the great

miracle of raising Lazarus from the dead,t he
declared to his disciples, that the sickness and
death of Lazarus were only permitted by heav-

en for the sake of that glorious proof of divine

power that he was about to give. *' This sick-

" ness," said he, *' is not unto death, but for

''the

* The introduction to this miracle is attended with

some difficulty. " The disciples asked him, saying,

" Master, who did sin, this man or his parents, that he
" was born blind ?" This question hath been generally

supposed to imply a prepossession in favor of the doc-

trine of a pre-existent state of souls. But it does not

seem likely, that the apostles should introduce a doc-

trine, of which there are no traces either in the Old or

New Testament ; still less likely, that our Lord should

pass so singular a doctrine, without any direct answer,

or refutation.

There is another opinion with which the later Jews
were deeply infected, and which may have left some
scruples in the minds of the apostles. I mean the

opinion which the Jews entertained under their captivi-

ty, and in the calamitous times that followed, that all

tiieir sufferings descended upon them from the crimes

of their fathers, and were wholly unmerited on their own

t John xi.
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** the glory of God, that the Son of God might
" be glorified thereby." And again, '' I am
** glad, for your sakes, that I was not there, to
*' the intent ye may believe." Nay, to remove
all doubt, as to the intention of the miracle,

immediately before the powerful word was pro-

nounced, which the dead man heard in his

tomb and came forth, he declared before all

the people, " Because of the people which
*^ stand by I said it, that they may believe that
*' thou hast sent me." The effect was answer-

able,

part. Tliis opinion it was that drew from the pen of

Kzekiel that severe remonstrance and animated vindica-

tion of the ways of providence, contained in the eij^h-

teenth chapter of his prophecy. Some remains of ihis

opinion may still have possessed the minds of the apos-

tles, full as they were at tiiat time of all Jewish preju-

dices. They fancied they saw in the man born blind a

case that could not be accounted for but by supposing
him to suffer for a parent's guilt. " Master, wlio did
" sin, this man or his parents, that he v,'as born blind r"

The question they thought admitted but of one reply.
<' The crime must precede the punislinient. The
" punishment in this case commences before there could
" be any personal guilt in the suiTerer. It must there-
" fore descend from the parent's sin." But our Lord
showed them, that the case admitted of a very differ-

ent solulion. Jesus answered, "Neither hath this man
" sinned, nor his parents ; but that the works of God
*' should be made manifest in him." " Suffering is not
" in this instance the effect of sin. This is a peculiar
" case ; an exception from the ordinary course of God's
<' providence This private calamity is permitted for
*' a public good ; to give me an opportunity of dis-

" playing to the world that divine power by which I
« act."
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able, '* for many of the Jews which came to
'' Mary, and had seen the things which Jesus
*' did, beheved on him." Nay, the Jewish
council themselves, blinded as they were, could

not help seeing the natural consequence of mir-

acles like these, and were greatly alarmed.
" What do we," said they in deep deliberation

amongst themselves, '' for this man doeth ma-
" ny miracles. If we let him thus alone, all

** men will believe on him." And again,
** The chief priests consulted that they might
" put Lazarus also to death, because that by
** reason of him, many of the Jews went away,
" and believed on Jesus."

To carry on the same design it was that our

Lord appointed his Apostles, "*" And ye also
*' shall bear witness,^^ said he, '' because ye
*' have been with me from the beginning."

His parting words, just before his ascension,

again reminded them of this end of their insti-

tution, t" Ye shall be witnesses unto me, both
*' in Jerusalem, and in all Judca, and in Sama-
** ria,and unto the uttermost part of the earth."

And thus from heaven he declares his commis-

sion to St. Paul : J" I have appeared unto thee
'' for this purpose, to make thee a minister and
** a witness both of those things v.hich thou
" hast seen, and of those things in the which
" I will appear unto thee."

The apostles upon all occasions claim to

themselves the character of witnesses.- Mat-

thias was chosen into the number of the apos-

* John XV. 27. tActs i. 1. |Acls xxvi. 16,
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ties, that he might be **^ a witness with them"
of the resmTection of Jesus. This was their

declaration before the council of the Jews :

t" We are his witnesses of these things; and

so is also the Holy Ghost, whom God hath
*' given to them that obey him."
When Peter unfolds the gospel to Corne-

lius, he tells him J" We are witnesses of all

" things which he did both in the land of the
" Jews, and in Jerusalem." And then he con-

tinues :

'
' Him God raised up the third day, and

*' shewed him openly, not to all the people, but
" unto witnesses chosen before of God, even
" to us." To the same purpose Paul speaks

in the synagogue at Antioch. ^" He was seen
" many days of them which came up with him
** from Galilee to Jerusalem, who are his wit-
*' nesses unto the people." And of himself

he says, ||** Having therefore obtained help of
** God, I continue unto this day witnessing
'' both to small and great."

We find this character of witnesses sustain-

ed not only by the declarations of the apostles,

but by their practice. It was by the power of
evidence that thev undertook the conversion

of the world. 11'' With great power gave the
*' apostles witness of the resurrection of Je-
*' sus. " This is manifest throughout the whole
course of their ministry ; from the first effu-

* Acts i. 22. t Actsv. 32.

\ Act3 X. 39. § Acts xiii. 31.

J!
Acts xxi. 22. 4 Acts iv. 33.

z2
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sion of the Holy Ghost, through all the history

of their private and separate labors.

It was from the visible effects of that power
from on high shed forth on the apostles at the

feast of Pentecost, that St. Peter drew this

conclusion ;
^" Therefore, let all the house

*' of Israel know assuredly, that God hath
*^ made that same Jesus whom ye have cruci-
*' fied, both Lord and Christ." By the force

of this evidence, explairied and urged home
by the apostle, three thousand souls were con-

verted. By the next j public miracle of heal-

ing the lame man at the gate of the temple, the

number of converts was increased to five thou-

sand. It was in consequence of J many signs

and wonders wrought by the hands of the

apostles, that " believers were the more added
'' to the Lord, multitudes both of men and
** women."

If we attend still farther the progress ofthe

word of God, and behold ^'' the number of
" the disciples multiplying in Jerusalem greats

*' ly, and a great company of priests obedient
'^ to the faith :" we see ritthe same time " Ste-

*' phen full of faith and power, doing great

*' wonders and miracles among the people."

When the disciples, providentially *' scatter-

" ed abroad" by the first persecution at Jeru-

salem,
II

" went every where preaching the
^' v/ord," along with the word they carrir:,d its

* Acts ii. 36. t Acts iii. 4.

X Actsv. 12. li, § Acts vi. 7, 8.

y Actaviii. 4t^
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evidence. ^"" The hand of the Lord was with
*' them," wherever they went, '' and a great
*' number beUeved and turned unto the Lord."

Philip preached Christ in Samaria, and the

inhabitants with one accord " gave heed unto
" those things which he spake, but it was be-
'* cause t they heard and saw the miracles
*' which he did."

We find Paul, soon after his miraculous
conversion, exerting all the powers of rea-

soning and argument in the service of religion,

J" proving," to the confusion of the Jews at

Damascus, '' that Jesus was the very Christ ;"

and 5'' disputing against the Grecians."

II

" Arise," said Peter to the paralytic Eneas,
" Jesus Christ maketh thee whole. And he
'' arose immediately. And all that dwelt at

" Lydda, and Saron, saw him, and turned to
" the Lord."
At Iconium, Paul and Barucibas "li'^ went

" both together into the synagogue of the Jews,
*' and so spake that a great multitude both of
*' the Jews, and alsoof the Greeks, believed."

And when '' the Lord granted signs and won-
^' ders to be done by their hands," he is said

hereby to have ***' given testimony unto the
*' w^ord of his grace."

The inhabitants of Berea are justly ap-

plauded for their attention to scripture evi-

* Acts xi, 21. t Acts viii. 5, 6,

^ Acts ix. 22. § Acts ix. 29.

jl
Acts ix. 32, Sec. ^ Acts xiv. L

** Acts xiv. S.
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dence, and their diligent researches after it,

which is assigned as the cause of their beUef.

*"They searched the*scriptures daily, whether
" these things were so. Therefore many of
'' them believed."

. Paul t^' reasoned with the Thessalonians out
*' of the scriptures;" and persuaded the Athe-

nians, by J arguments drawn from the works
of nature, and the ways of providence.

At ^ Corinth he " reasoned in the syna-
*' gogue every sabbath, and persuaded the Jews
*' and the Greeks,"
And at

||
Ephesus likewise ^^ he entered in-

" to the spiagogue, and reasoned with the

" Jews."
Eloquence, joined to a deep knowledge of

the scriptures, enabled A polios H " mightily
*' to convince the Jews in Achaia, and that

" publicly, shewing by the scriptures, that

*• Jesus was Christ."

When Paul returned to Ephesus we find

l)im again in the synagogue, **" speaking
'* boldly for the space of three months, dis-

** puting and persuading the things concern-
*' ing the kingdom of God."
Nay, finding himself opposed in his .minis-

try by some hardened unbelievers, he tt*' tlis-

*' puted daily in the school of one Tyrannus by
•* the space of two years ; so that all they

* Acts xvii. 11. t Acts xvii. 2.

\ Acts xvii. 16, Es:c. § Acts xviii. 19.

II Acts xviii. 19. H Acts xviii. 24, &c.
** Acts xix, 8. tt Acts xix. 9>
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" which dwelt in Asia heard the word of the
'* Lord Jesus, both Jews and Greeks. And
'' God wrought special miracles by the hands
" of Paul."

At Rome we find him alike indefatigable

in ^' " expounding and testifying the kingdom
'* of God to the Jews, persuading tl^em con-
" cerning Jesus, both out of the law of Mo-
*' ses, and out of the prophets, from morning
*' till evening." And the historian leaves this

gi'eat apostle before us j" preaching the king-
'' dom of God to all that came in unto him,
" and teaching those things which concern the
*' Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence."

Thus was evidence every w^here made the

instrument of conversion in the hands of the

apostles.

And to convey this evidence to all future

ages, the history of our Saviour's life and mir-

acles was recorded by the Evangelists.

St. Luke thus addresses Theophilus : f
'>^ It

" seemed good to me also, having had perfect
** understanding of all things from the very
** first to write unto thee in order, most ex-
*' cellent Theophilus, that thou mightestknow
*' the certainty of those things wherein thou

*' hast been instructed."

In the same manner St. John thus explicit-

ly declares the purpose of his Vv'riting.

—

§*' These are written, that ye might believe

* Acts xxviii. 23. f Acts xxviii. 31,

:t|Luke i. 3. § John xx. 31,
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** that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
" and that believing ye might have life through
'* his name."
The sum of the argument is this. Our

blessed Lord himself, his Fore-runner, his

Apostles, and his Historians, all unite in car-

rying on the work of conversion by means
of external evidence. Insomuch that I be-

lieve we may safely assert, that there is not, in

all the sacred history, the record of one con-

version, ^\Tought in the manner that some
would have us believe all conversions are

made, by inward illumination only.

Nay, the faith of the apostles themsehxs
was established in the ordinary way, by out-

Vv^ard evidence. For their conversion it was
and through them for the com^ersion of the

whole world, that our Lord ^" shewed him-
*' self alive to them after his passion, by ma-
** ny infallible proofs." f And he that saw
" it bare record," says St. John, ^' and his re-
*^ cord is true : and he knoweth that he saith
** true, that ye might believe."

The words of those who brought the first

account of our Lord's resurrection seemed
to the apostles as J*' idle tales, and they believ-

*' ed them not." How was this unbelief over-

come ? St. John tells us his own case, as any.

other man would do, that he ^'' saw and be-
*' lieved." For their conviction it was that

our Lord vouchsafed to ||" shew unto them
* Acts i. 3. t John xix. 55.

:j: Luke xxvi. 11. § John xx. 8.

il John XX. 20.
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" his hands and his side." And when *Thom-
as would not believe on the testimony of the

other apostles, our Lord gave him that full

evidence of his senses which he demanded.
" Thomas," said he, *' reach hither thy fin-

" ger, and behold my hands, and reach hither
** thy hand, and thrust it into my side ; and
" be not faithless, but believing." When
Thomas, overcome by this evidence, and
melted by this condescension, broke out, in

the language of true faith, into that exclama-
tion, ^' My Lord and my God :" *' Thom-
*' as," replied our Lord, '' thou hast believed,
" because thou hast seen me : blessed are they
" that have not seen, and yet have believed."

This passage demands all our attention. Had
faith sprung from any inward impression,

Thomas might as well have believed before

this sensible conviction, as after it. But he
withheld his assent, till it was extorted from
him by the evidence of his senses. Upon
which our Lord's remark' is, '' Blessed are
*' they that have not seen, and yet have be-
*^ lieved." That is, " The ordinary means
*' of blessing mankind with the knowledge of
*' the christian faith, will be by that evidence
" which thou hast resisted, the testimony of
'' well-informed witnesses : the evidence of
" sense is indeed given to a few, that they may
*' be my choi^en witnesses to the rest of the
** world; but this kind of evidence cannot be

* John XX. 14, &c.
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" imparted to all ; the work of general con-
** version must be carried on by rational and
'' historical evidence." It must be acknowl-

edged that this occurrence is extremely re-

mai^kable, and seems to have been disposed

by our Lord on purpose to lay open to us, in

one striking incident, the whole doctrine of

the origin of faith.

If then this inward illumination did not take

place even in the age of miracles, and in the

times of the most plentiful effusions of the

Holy Spirit, we can have no reason to expect
it in these days, v/hen his extraordinary com-
munications are v»'ithdrawn. And if evidence

gave birth to the christian faith, even m its

first production, we cannot suppose it to be
derived from another original in its succession

and increase.

Thus is this doctrine established upon the

fullest and clearest proof ; a proof resting not

upon some casual expression, which might be
liable to various constructions, but upon a

series of fiicts ^\'hich cannot be mistaken ; up-

on the uniform practice of our Lord and his

apostles throughout their whole ministry. A
proof of this nature can hardly leave room for

any doubt or exception. We might safely

therefore rest the matter here,, were it not that

this subject hath been unhappily obscured,

more perhaps than any other, by the number
of unintelligible things that ha\^e been advan-

ced concerning it. This will be my apology
for offering some fardier considerations in sup-
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port of that plain and simple account of the ori-

gin of faith which we have from the gospels.

Many observations to our purpose will arise

from the nature of the human mind ; the na-

ture of that evidenc^e by which the gospel is

accompained ; and the nature of faith.

The Creator hath appointed stated ways of

acting upon the mind, as well as upon the

body. If we would excite belief in the mind,

we reason, persuade, and prove. And w^e

have no more doubt that belief will arise from
conviction, than that motion will follow from
impulse.

Our Saviour did not alter the nature of man,
but dealt with him as:reeablv to what his Cre-
ator had made him. He sought access to the

mind in the natural way, neither giving it any
ntw powers, nor setting aside those which it

originally possessed, nor. introducing any
change in its train of operations. When
therefore he wamted to brini^ mankind to a
faith in him as the Son of God, and the Sav-
iour of the world, he did not leave this faith

to be generated by some new and hidden com-
munication within, but had recourse to the

established method of argument and external

evidence. He poured conviction int o the mind
by that channel which the Creator had origin-

ally opened ; passing through a series of un-
heard-of labors and distresses, and volunta-

rily dying, that by returning in triumph from
tlie grave, he might show himself to be the

F
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Lord of life, and thus furnish a proof, which
all might understand, of his being sent by God.
The nature of this evidence is next to be

considered.

The material world is always made subser-

vient to the intellectual. The standing won-
ders of the creation prove a God, and an over-

ruling providence. This was the basis of all

religion as it stood in the original state of man.
But after his fall from initocency, and the

rights of the first covenant, the system of re-

ligion was to be changed. To this great change
the regular course of nature could not bear

witness. The heavens above, and the earth

beneath, proclaim.ed to each other a Creator's

power, and wisdom, and goodness. Thus
far their language was clear and expressive.

But it could go no farther. They could not

tell the superior v/onders of mercy that were to

be displayed in the new dispensation. To au-

thenticate this, and to show that the giver of

this dispensation was still the Lord of nature,

it was necessary that nature, with all her laws,

should appear to be under his control. The
new revelation of God's will was therefore at-

tested by many new appearances in nature.

And thus were miracles introduced.

Accordingly we find them still employed to

their original end of witnessing the truth of re-

velation. Wherever any new discovery of the

will of heaven was made, it was still attested

by miracles ; and the power working ofmiracles
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Jevohed from prophet to prophet throughout

the whole course of revelation. Let us lay all

these wonders together, and weigh well that

system of evidence by which the whole of re-

velation is supported. If we look back to par-

adise, we see it first rising there, and spring-

ing up with revelation itself. Thence do their

kindred streams flow on together, miracles still

succeeding miracles, and the mighty tide of

evidence increasing as it descends through all

future times. Behold the amazing pomp of

wonders that surrounds mount Sinai, and by
which the Mosaic dispensation was introduced

!

Behold the grand but pleasing scene of mira-

cles, displayed in the ministry of our Saviour
and his apostles ; miracles all the offspring of

benevolence and heavenly goodness, all suited

to the spirit of that gospel which they accom-
panied! In our own times behold, if not mira-
cles, at least the manifest effect of miracles,

which do not yet cease to operate. The Jew-
ish people are preserved in a wonderful state

of dispersion amongst all nations, to tell to all

the world the miraculous production of their

law ; and cliristianity proves, by its very ex-
istence at this day, that the hand of heaven
musthave guarded it in its infant and oppressed
state. Behold all these miracles uniting in one
design, interwoven with prophecies, and thus
forming a system of evidence equally admira-
ble for the symmetry, the just dispositions of
the parts ; and the grandeur, extent, and har-

mony of the whole !—Beliold all this, and then
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say to what end ail this wonderful apparatus,

this consent of ail ages, this testimony of all

nature, this concord of earth and heaven ; if

not to produce faith, or a belief of Christianity

by the power of evidence oftcred to our rea-

son? Was this distribution of ^'and events

throughout all ages no more than a vain osten-

tation of omnipotence, exhibited only to alarm

and astonish the world, without serving any

purpose of religion? Then indeed may we
justly inquire, " to what purpose was all this

*' waste of the precious ointment made;" to

what end all this profusion of the miraculous

povrcr? For if conviction in the believer's

mind be always produced by the immediate

impression of the Holy Spirit, without the help

of external evidence, then are all the miracles,

arid all the records of them, at once rendered

supei-fiuous. The visible descent and appear-

ance of the Holy Ghost on the apostles, with

all those glorious demonstrations of '^ power
*^ from on high" tliat followed, might have

been spared, if the world vras to be converted,

not by the visible and public operations of the

Spirit, but by its inward and secret impressions

working conviction in the mind of every indi-

vidual. And we must remark upon our Lord's

miracles in general, that if they were not in-

tended for the conviction of mankind, their

noblest end is destroyed. Beneficent as they

were, we see but half their lustre, if we consi-

der them only as so many prescriptions to re-

lieve a few individuals from bodily pain, and
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not as the perpetual means of extending salva-

tion through all future ages.

Farther. Where there is an established

cause, manifest to all the world, fixed, perma-

nent, and regular in its action, it were contrary

to all order and analogy to all the known pro-

ceedings of God, either in the world of matter,

or the world of spirits, to suppose the eftect to be

produced by another latent and concealed cause.

Nowwe have the strongest established evidence

for our faith in Christ. Shall then conviction,

the natural effect of evidence, be supposed in

this case to proceed from some other cause ?

Where one adequate cause of the effect ap-

pears, another supposed and doubtfid cause

will not readily be admitted. Where evidence,

the universal cause of conviction, undeniably

exists, it should seem to require an additional

miracle to prevent the effect, rather than to

produce it. In short, either the natural or the

spiritual miracle must be unnecessary. We
are sure that the natural miracle doth exist;

we must therefore suppose that the spiritual

doth not.

Why hath God given us minds moveable
by the weight of evidence, and why hath he
prepared the evidence suited to move us, if

nothing is to result from this correspondence ?

The mind is moved by every inferior evidence
in every lower concern, and can it be supposed
to be unmoved by the highest evidence in the
most important cause ?

When we see the strongest external evidence
f2
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applied, and to all appearance conviction aris-

ing in the mind of tlie believer from the force

of the evidence, it is strange to say still, that

this conviction arises from an inward illumina-

tion. It is as if when we see the seal applied

to the wax, we should still insist, that the im-

pression was not stamped by the seal, but was.

formed by some inward motion of the wax.
" Ye believe in God," says our Saviour,

*' believe also in me." The w^orks of creation

give ifs proofs of a God; the Works of revela-

tion in like manner prove a Redeemer. They
who assert, that faith in a Redeemer arises

from an inward impression, notwithstanding

the outward evidence fitted to produce it, may
^vith equal appearance of truth and reason say,

that the belief of a God likewise arises from an-

inward impression, notwithstanding the evi-

dence that all creation bears to this truth.

If we go on to consider the nature of faith

itself, we shall still see farther reasons to con-

clude that it cannot have this origin. Con-

sciousness indeed belongs to faith, as it does

to every other act of the mind. When we have

faith, we must feel that we have it : but faith

itself can never be a feeling, nor the effect of

any feeling. Faith implies a belief of many
facts : as that the Son of God came down from

heaven, died, and rose again for us. It does

not seem easy to conceive how we can have ari

inward feeling of the reality of these facts, if

we set aside the history of them and its evi.

dence. If it could be conceived, the operation
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would still seem unnecessary, because intended

only to efFect what the history, together with

its evidence, is able to effect without it.

We must believe the history of prophecies

and miracles, before we can believe our Sav-

iour's divine mission. We must believe our
Saviour's divine mission, before we can believe

his revelations concerning redemption and a

future state. This is the natural and necessar\^

order. Let those then, who imagine that their

faith in a Redeemer is an immediate divine

impression, consider, v/nether they did in rea-

lity conceive this faith, without any belief of

the previous articles, and entirely independent

of them. Let one instance be produced of faith

in a Redeemer, w^here the history of redemp-
tion was not first known. Where the means
of producing faith are applied, to suppose that

the faith arises from a new miracle, is to sup-

pose that the means are insufficient ; that the

miracles and prophecies are not well attested

;

that they are not sufficient to prove our Saviour's

divine mission; or his divine missipn being

proved, that we have not sufficient grounds to

believe what he hath revealed to us.

To set aside the outward object in the pro-

duction of faith, and to say that it arises en-

tirely from within, independent of any power
or impression of outward evidence, is to intro-

duce into religion that theory, alike admired
and rejected, which hath been applied to sen-

sation. God may indeed, by an act of his cre-

ative power, excite faith in the mind without
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its suitable evidence, as he may stamp upon it

the images of things without the appHcation of

a material world. This cannot be denied. Yet
still, for the same reasons that we believe mat-
ter to exist out of the mind, we must believe

faith to have its outward object likewise.

Thus do the nature of the human mind, the

nature of gospel evidence, and the nature of

faith itself, all conspire to support that account

of the origin of faith, which we have iii the

gospels.

The same observations may be applied to

that other office of inward illumination, which
our modern pretenders to inspiration lay claim

to, of guiding and directing them in the prac-

tice of religion, and in the ways of life. For
this interferes with that outward and established
rule of life, which heaven has laid before us in

the holy scriptures, as the other does with the

established evidence.

It will hardly be maintained that all these

pretended inward feelings and illuminations

are true and of divine original. Some have
been Confessedly delusive, and the parents of

most diabolical errors. How then are the true

to be distinguished from the delusive? There
is no other way, but by comparing them with

the word of God. If their suggestions be re-

pugnant to that word, they must be false. If

consonant to it, they may indeed be true, but
must seem unnecessary, because they teach us

nothing but what that word would teach us

without their help. Thus does every consi-
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deration bring us back to that word of God,
which was given iis for our instruction in all

divine truth.—If it be said that these inward
suggestions are supplemental to the word of
God, and therefore not unnecessary ; it must
first be proved that revelation is incomplete,

and that we have room to expect new revela-

tions. Would the abettors of these opinions

prove, that they have been fa'>'ored with new
revelations? Let them produce any article of

faith, any rule either of belief or practice, which
they have learnt by that means, and which we
do not as clearly learn from the written word
of God.
The method of inspiration, or inward im-

pression, was indeed necessary in the case of

the apostles, to lead them into all truth, be-
cause their information could come only from
heaven. But when they had received the
heavenly gift of truth, and had provided for

its conveyance to all the world by their teach-

ing, and by the records, of truth which they
left for the use of all mankind, it was no longer
necessary that others should be instructed in

the same manner. The business of inspira-

tion was now fully answered, and the world
was henceforth to learn that truth from the

written word of God, which the apostles had
composed from the dictates of the Spirit.

The Spirit led the apostles into all truth for no
other end, than that they might lead all the

rest of the world into the same heavenly light.

To say that all Christians are still to be led into
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all truth immediately by the Spirit, is render-

ing the designation of the apostles of none ef-

fect. Since there can be no need of their inter-

position to convey the truths of revelation, ifwe
may learn them by a more compendious v/ay.

God indeed fed man with angel's food j but
it was in a ^vilderness, where there was no nat-

tural food. But no sooner did his chosen peo-

ple come into a land flowing with milk and
honey, than this miraculous supply ceased,

and they were left to be fed by the bounteous
hand of nature. Such is the case of Christians.

The miraculous powers, and extraordinary il-

luminations of the Holy Spirit, were necessary

at first, to introduce a religion new to the w^orld,

and superior to reason; but as soon as by
means of these Christianity was established,

and the volume of scriptures completed, we
were thenceforw^ard left to be guided by the

common and established means.
But—whilst we " pluck up the tares," let

us bewT.re of *' plucking up the wheat also."

I am sensible that the subject requires to be
managed with delicacy and discretion ; and
that this free attempt to expose the errors of
enthusiasm, may be regarded by some as a

want of respect for the doctrines of cur church.
But God forbid tha.t truth and error should be
so imhappily complicated and interwoven \\ ith

each other, at least in poirits of this importance,
as that the veneration due to the sacred char-

acter of truth should be any sanction for false^

hood ; or should restrain us from speaking in
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the freest manner, our disapprobation of it.

However to guard against all suspicion, it may
be necessary to trace out those limits which
clearly divide the pure doctrines of our church,

and of scripture, from the errors we have
been speaking of ; and to point out, in a few
words, where the distinction lies between the

extravagant pretensions of enthusiasm, and
that influence of the Holy Spirit, without which
we acknowledge* th?it all our best abilities are

impotence ; our w^isdom darkness and folly.

The Enthusiast then claims more than even
the apostles themselves enjoyed. For he
claims not only to be led by the Spirit, as they

were into all truth ; but likewise to be endued
with faith by the Spirit alone, without the

help of evidence : a privilege which, we have
seen, the apostles never claimed.

If these pretensions then are carried too far,

which I suppose will readily be admitted, the

question will be, how the influence of the Holy
Spirit is limited ; w*hat we may reasonably ex-

pect from it ; and how, in short, his ordinary

assistance is distinguished from his extraordi-

nary ? By his extraordinary inspiration, he
taught the divinely commissioned preachers

of religion all those sacred truths which they

published to the world ; and enabled them to

prove their commission by prophecies and mi-

racles. Does he still inspire those truths which
lie gave the apostles to publish ? Does he still

work conviction without that evidence which
he himself fitted out ? In a word, do the pri-
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vate operations of the heavenly Inspirer set

aside his public ?—This cannot be the case.

We may be sure th'at his operations are all

consistent ; and so far from counteracting,

that they all concur with, and mutually sup-

port each other. Whenever therefore his or-

dinary influences are carried so far, as plainly

to interfere with his extraordinary, we may be
sure that thev are carried"lo excess. He does
not give again in secret that evidence, or that

light for our guidance in religion, which he
had before publicly^ given. His private gifts

are only such as may aid and promote the ef-

fects of his public.

These principles, than which nothing can
be more plain and undeniable, give us, with

great precision, that line by Avhich the ordina-

ry influences of the Spirit are every where
bounded. For they can be no more than sup-

plemental to the extraordinary. And therefore

the extent of his public operations, which is

well known, and clearly defined, will in all

cases limit the extent of the private.

It fellows, tliat he does not act upon us
merely by inv<^ard illumination, independently

either of those powers of the mind which the

Creator hath bestowed upon us, or of thoSe

outward means of conviction which he him-
self hath estal>lished. He invigorates all the

faculties of the soul, but acts only in concur-

rence v.'ith them, and by the intervention of

outward and established means. Far from
demanding a sacrifice of our o wn abilities, or
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from rendering them mmecessary, he calls for

the utmost exertion of them. He strengthens

the understanding, prompts and bends the will;

but he docs by no means enlighten the under-

standing, or move the v.ill, independently of

the common reve]?ition. He enforces the im-

pression of the evidence upon the mind ; casts

an heavenly radiance round those truths which
have been revealed, and aids theefFect of those

motives upon the will which revelation sets be-

fore us.

The Creator hath fitted out our bodies in a

curious manner for receiving and digesting

food, and turning it to nourishm-cnt. But still

the body cannot sustain itself, nor would this

food turn to nourishment, without the divine

blessing and support. So it is with the soul.

The divine assistance is necessary to its in-

crease and nourishment ; but the soul too hath

its food as well as tlie body, its outward means
of nourishment by wliich the blessing acts.

Our Saviour, even in his miracles, made
use of the powers of nature. When he re-

stored sight to the blind, he did not strike an
inward light in the eye itself ; but vision was
still excited, in the way that the Creator at

first established, by the common light of the

sun. So when the Vv^orld was to be Converted,

he did not dart an inward illumination into the

mind of every individual : it was sufficient

that he estabUshed for the use of all. An Kvi-
-DENCE. EC^UAL TO THE SuK IN BRIGHT-
NESS !

" G
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I cannot conclude without adding a few
words concerning the evil tendency of the

opinion we have been considering, especially

in places dedicated to the united service of

religion and learning.

If reason is excluded from all share in form-

ing and conducting the principles of our faith ;

if the whole work of religion is supposed to

be carried on by some concealed operations

within, in which we are entirely passive, hav-

ing nothing to do but to obey the secret im-

pulse ; how unfavorable an influence must
this doctrine shed on all the business of these

places, where we have hitherto been accus-

tomed to consider learning as bearing the

honorable relation of handmaid to religion !

Alas, how degraded must all the functions of

reason appear, when thus divorced from vir-

tue, her noblest companion ; and how mean,

how tripling all her labors, when they are no

longer conceived to have any tendency to pro-

mote the only real business of this life, our

preparation for a better ! If opinions of this

kind once come to prevail among us, like an

unkindly damp, they must chill all the poAvers

of the mind. For what is there, what can

there be, to excite or call her forth to action,

now that her highest encouragement, her fair-

est palm of honor, is snatched from her ?

Farewel then all efforts of genius, all gener-

ous emulation in the race of glory ! Farewel

all thirst of knowledge, all culture of polite

literature, or useful science ; all that can
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adorn or improve the mind, farewel ; and wel-

come, in their stead, monkish ignorance and
barbarism ! The mind, abandoned to the guid-

ance of a fancied inspiration, runs into all the

wiids of enthusiasm ; there all neglected and
melancholy it wanders ; haunted bv dark and
gloomy visions ; deserted by itself ; and lost

to every thing that is rational, manly, and tru-

ly noble. All human learning will be reckon-

ed profane and heathenish, and will be sup-

posed to vitiate and debauch the mind, instead

of improving it. Reason itself will be regard-

ed with a jealous eye, as the rival of true re-

ligion. These noble structures, which have
been through ages sacred to learning, will be
esteemed the temples of a vain idol ; and all

our studies, idolatrv.
"

."V»

But, on the other hand, if reason, when du-

ly employed, be under the conduct and bles-

sing of the Holy Spirit, how must our confi-

dence in this heavenly support bear us up under
all the toils of study ! Cherished by tliis warmth
from heaven, the human mind will attain to its

full maturity. This consideration stamps a new
dignity on the meanest of our labors ; and hu-
man learning is ennobled by its alliance with
divine. Every art of reasoning, every exercise

of the mind, will be regarded as a discipline

to prepare us for actions truly worthy of our
ambition ; and whilst we give strength and ac-

tivity to the understanding in the schools, we
shall be considered as training it up for the

service of God. Then will the chamnion of
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religion come forth loaden with spoils gathered
from every field of science, to enter upon the

sacred ground. There, with all the united
povrers of reason and learning, he ^^'ill maintain
his cause against enthusiasm on the one hand,

and infidelity on the othei' : and v/ill establish

the evidence and the principles of his religion

on their proper basis ; on that rock, against

which no enemy shall ever prevail. Then will

true religion and useful learning flourish toge-

ther. Then will all our studies tend at once
to tlie glory of God, and to the honor of human
nature. Then will our religion be " truly a
^' reasonable service;" and then may we be
said to worship God, not only in Spirit, but

al^o in Truth.

SECTION Y.

Of the Tendency of Faith,

pJAVING already considered the nature and
*"*• origin of faith; having seen what it is,

and how it arises in the mind ; we come now
to consider its t e x d e n c y and operations:
how it acts upon the mind, and what is the re-

sult of its action.

And here three inquiries will succeed each

other. I. Whether faith hath in reality any

tendency to produce good works or not ? And
if it shall appear to have such a tendency,
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then, II. What is the nature of its connec-

tion with good works? III. What is the full

effect of its operation upon the mind, where it

is duly cultivated and improved f

We are to inquire, in the first place, whether
faith hath in reality any tendency to produce

good works or not ?

It is one great proof at once of the wisdom
and goodness of the Creator, that there is a

mutual communication and intercourse ofgood
amongst all his works. If we consider the

structure of things upon this earth uhich we
inhabit, we find nothing v/hose design centers

in itself alone ; nothing but what is formed with
manifest propensities out of itself, and with a

visible tendency to the general good. There
is in the works of nature itself a sort of inani-

mate benevolence, or at least an image of be-

nevolence. There is a connection, a manifest

subordination of each species to the good of

all, running through every thing we behold
here ; and even our world itself is united by
the chain of a mutual influence with other

worlds. Those vast orbs which revolve around
us, do not play at large in the immense field of
space, but gravitate towards each other : their

particular motions are governed by their mu-
tual attractions, and each lends its influence to

guide the rest in their orbits. Our imagination
cannot help going llvrther, and representing this

system of ours to be to other systems, what
our planet confessedly is to other planets. Sys-

tems form with systems their remoter alliances^
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and revQlve in ampler orbits. Thus is the
harmony of nature filled up.

If we ascend from matter to life and intel-

ligence, we nnd that benevolence which is

strongly pourtrayed in matter, living, and per-

vading every where in this nobler world. Ev-
ery being here bears strong marks of this uni-

versal law, has a thousand evident relations to

the advantage of others, a thousand connec-

tions with their interests, from which it cannot

disengage itself without injury to its own.
This is clearly discoverable in some degree in

the lowest ranks of animal beings. But as we
rise higher in the scale of creation, benevolence

still makes a more considerable part in the de-

sign ; so that in every superior class, the power
of contributing to the happiness of others, in-

creases in full proportion to the powers belong-

ing to private and seiiish enjoyment. Nay, it

may perhaps be said, that these benevolent

powers do chiefly constitute the superiority^

and are of themselves the noblest mark of dis-

tinction. It is thus that in the human mind
the selfish and the social passions are so ciosely

interwoven with each other, that men of the

acutest penetration and genius, when they have

undertaken to analvze the mind, and to trace

human actions to their source, have been lost

in the researcii, and have not been able to tell

us w^ith any accuracy, when and how they ai'e

distinguished. It is thus that wt are prompted

by the strongest instincts to seek the good of

others, which is by the most po^verful feelings
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brought home to ourselves. It is thus that

sympathy often seizes the soul, and takes such
entire possession of us, that we are for a time

wholly forgetful of ourselves. It is thus that

reflection on having done good to others, con-

stitutes our finest enjoyments; that all our no-

blest powers are brought to perfection, and our

best endowments acquired by seeking the hap-

piness of others ; and that the richest furniture

of our minds, the virtues, are so entirely at the

service of others, as that they can hardly be
called our own.

Shall we say then, that a law so subservient

to beauty and benevolence, hath been neglect-

ed in religion ? That this last great system of

Christianity is built on narrower priiKiiples than

either the material or the moral ? That whilst

they are all regular, consistent and harmonious,
here on the contrary every thing is detached and
unconnected, the parts bearing no relation to

each other, nor to the general good ? Shall we
suppose, that faith stands at the centre of this

system a solitary and a selfish thing, a neutral

principle alike indifferent to good or bad ac-

tions, dispensing no influence in favor of be-

nevolence, and wholly unconnected v/ith vir-

tue? Then surely it had been better if we had
been left entirely to the conduct of nature and
reason ; since corrupted as our nature is, and
weak our reason, there are still under all our
degeneracy and Vv^akness, some considerable

remains of regard for the good of others, which
nature contiuually gives birth to, and which
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reason approves ; whereas, on the supposition

here considered, faith hath nothing in it that is

generous oi' social, no tendency to enlarge our

minds, and open tlieni to a feeling of another's

happiness, or to excite and animate us to the

pursuit of it.

But this cannot be. It cannot be that He
who laid down his life for the good of mankind,

should have no regard for mankind's good in

laying the foundation of his religion. It can-

not be that he who died because we had de-

parted from virtue, should establish his new
dispensation on principles which have no ten-

dency to bring us back to virtue.

*' In Christ Jesus," saith the apostle, that is,

in the religious dispensation finished and estab-

lished by him, " neither circumcision availeth

*' anything, nor uncircumcision, but faith work-
*' ing by love."* It appears then, that faith

worketh, or as the original fexpression implies,

is attended with an energy or inv/ard force.

And if it works withm us it must work to some
certain end ; which can be only the production

of its proper fruits, good works.

If faith hath no connection with goodness^

then may man be at once a true and complete

christian by virtue of his faith, whilst he con-

tinues an unconverted heathen in practice.

Then is fliith intended only to fill the head, and

to amuse the imagination without influencing

the will, or subduing the heart. It is contented

* Gal. V. 6.

t In ihe original. Faith ivorkivg ivit/dn w>
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with reducing to its obedience and cultivating

only the most barren parts of the soul, whilst

it leaves all the fruitful regions in their wild

and barbarous steite. But it is undenia.ble, that

fliith brings along with it into the breast of the

christian manr new motives to virtue w*hich

the heathen is a stranger to. It is the resisting

these motives, and acting in opposition to them,

that constitutes the peculiar guilt of the wicked
christian. Hence it is, that the life of a wick-

ed christian is a perpetual contradiction to it-

self; and that wicked works and faith united

form the most unnatural, let me say, the most
monstrous of all characters.

The gospel instructs us clearly in every part

of our duty ; it shows us our true situation here,

and our expectations in eternity. The Crea-

tor appointed two great lights in the firmament,

the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser

light to rule the night, not merely to please the

eye, and to gild the creation, but that man
might be enabled to act Vvdth freedom, and to

perform all the business of life. And can we
imagine that this great light of religion was set

up without any regard to action? It surely was
given us for some higher end than merely that

we might contemplate and admire it ; it was
given to enlighten us in the performance of
the most important work, and to guide us in

the great employment of doing good.
But the word of God is not only **' a lamp

" unto our feet, and a light unto our pa.ths

* Ps. cxix. 105.

55
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it not only shows us our duty, but impels us

by the strongest motives to fulfil it. Whatever
those motives are by which we are most rea-

dily influenced in the affairs of life, faith brings

them all to act upon us in favor of virtue. If

we can be touched by more generous motives;

if the nobler affections of gratitude and love

have any power over us, faith points to a Sa-

viour expiring on the cross for our sakes. If

we can feel for the good of others, and if a be-

nevolent heart unites their happiness to ours,

faith shows us a Vv hole w^orld redeemed, and
attaches us to their interests by bonds which
shall never be dissolved. If our own interests

are dear to us, if hopes or fears can move us,

faith leads the enraptured soul amongst angels

and purest spirits to scenes of endless bliss ; or

unbars before the affrighted imagination the

gates of hell.

And need we, after all this, inquire whether
faith stirs up the mind to action, or if it re-

mains there in a still and quiescent state ? We
must know as little of the nature of faith, as

of the constitution of the mind, to think this

possible. Faith comes armed in every powder

by which the mind is usually moved ; and the

mind is every way disposed to apprehend, to

feel, to be governed by its force. It is impossi-

ble then to conceive that all this power should

be absolutely lost, and that no effect should

result from it : that whilst matter, inert and

resisting matter, is alive to qvery impulse', and
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obedient to every action, the free and active

soul, in the mean time, should remain mo-
tionless and inanimate under the impression

of the strongest pov/ers that can be applied to

it : since in order to all this we must suppose,

that in religion every thing is taken out of its

natural state ; that here all motives lose their

force, and the mxind its feeling.

We conclude therefore, that faith hath a

tendency, and that a very strong one, to pro-

duce good works.

It may be proper, before we proceed, to

point out in a few w^ords the use and impor-

tance of this inquiry.

1. If faith hath no such tendency, then we
must believe that the design of all religion ter-

minates here, that we have already arrived at

its utmost limits, and that faith saves us alone,

and by its own inherent virtue. But if this

tendency is manifest, and the clear result of its

very nature and constitution, then it is evident,

that religion hath much farther views, and
looks beyond faith itself. The clearing of this

question therefore, is securing a very impor-

tant station, without which we could not with

any security have pursued our inquiries farther,

or have attempted to establish any conclusions

beyond it.

2. Unless we discern this tendency of faith

to produce goodness, we can neither see the

wisdom of the Author of our religion in the

constitution of it, nor can we entertain a proper

value for this first principle of our religion, nor
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proper notions of its dignity. When we dis-

cerii this tendency of faith, we see a reason
why it was made the leading condition of our
salvation : we see a reason vv^orthy the appro-
bation of heaven, for the distinguished place

it possesses in the christian dispensation. It

was made the chief corner-stone in our reli-

gion, because it was fittedto support the whole
fabric.

And thus do we prove the wisdom of the

Gi^ er of revelation, in the same way that we
prove the vvisdom of God from the works of

the creation. It is from the wise disposition

of every part of nature, the undeniable fitness

of every thine; to some useful end, that we
conclude beyond a doubt the wisdom of the

Creator. And in religion therefore, when we
see every thing put together with the same
wisdom of design, we must again acknowledge
the hand- of the same vrise Master-builder.

An illustrious proof this, amongst many oth-

ers, that both systems come from the same au-

thor ! We see the same shining characters of

di^'ine wisdom in both. In the volume of rev-

elation we clearly distinguish the same Hand-
w Pv IT I N G OF THE DEiTY, that we had been
before accustomed to in reading the volume of

nature.

II. We may now proceed to our second in-

quiry, viz. What is the nature of that con-

nection Mdiich subsists between faith tmd good
works ?
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The connection between causes and effects

are of two distinct kinds. That between
physical causes and their effects is necessary

and invariable. The cause acting in the same
circumstances never fails to produce the same
effect. So that the cause being given, the ef-

fect is sure to follow. There are other causes

which have not the same necessary and inva-

riable operation ; when the cause being given,

the event is yet uncertain. They have a ten-

dency to produce a certain efi'ect, but being
applied to agents Avhich have a freedom and
power of their own, there must be a concur-

rence of this power and freedom to the actual

production of the effect. The natural tenden-

cy of the cause is ever liable to be defeated by
an opposition of that free and powerful agent

to whom it is applied. These are styled moral
causes ; and act not by a compulsive power
which forces the effect, but by an influence

Vv^hich inclines the moral agent to make it his

own free act.

We are to inquire, to which of these clases

that connection belongs, which hath been
proved to subsist between faith and virtue ?

Some v/ould persuade us, that faith produ-
ces good works necessarily and mechanically.
They seem to think them really and actually

inseparable from each other ; and tell us that

faith once having taken possession of the mind,
good works flow from it as necessarily as
light from the sun.

H
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But this opinion is contradicted first of all

by the nature of man, and the nature of vir-

tue as it exists in man. For if good works
are produced by a necessary operation of faith,

then man becomes a mere natural agent, like

the sun or the air, and the work is no longer a

moral but a physical effect. Faith makes him
good, as the circulation of the blood makes
him healthy ; and the poor man is relieved by
his bounty, just as the earth is refreshed by a

timely shower. But can we suppose that

freedom v/as given us only for trivial uses, and
for low concerns ; and that we have a choice

of eveiy other object, except of virtue, which
alone is worthy of our choice ? Can we sup-

pose that faith despoils us of the noblest gift

of heaven, and degrades, instead of exalting

our nature, by depriving us of that power
which placed us at the head of this lower cre-

ation ? This is contrary to our Lord's account

of the design of his religion, vv'ho assures us

that it was given to recover and enlarge our

liberty, and not to take it away. *"" Then said

'' Jesus to the Jews which believed on him,
" If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
" disciples indeed ; and ye shall know the

" truth, and the truth shall make you free. If

*' the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free

'' indeed."

But 2diy—The slightest reflection on the

nature and origin of faith will shov/ us, that

faith cannot have this compulsive povvxr,

—

* John viii. 31—36.
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Faith is a belief of the gospel, arising', as we
have seen, on the evidence of the gospel. No
sooner therefore is this evidence known and
believed, than faith is fully established. Had
faith then produced good works by a natural

necessity, the gospel would have been com-
pleted in its evidence, and e^ ery a.ddition of

doctrine, precept, motive or example, would
have been unnecessary. For faith itself be-

ing completely established on its evidence,

and good works, as is here supposed, being

the necessary effect of faith, it is plain that the

Vv-hole business of the gospel was already ac-

complished. Any rule to direct the operation

of faith, whilst that operation is supposed to

be necessar}-, must appear absolutely super-

fluous ; and a VvTitten system of laws for the

conduct of believers must have been as useless

and vain, as a system of written laws for the
conduct of nature in the work cf ves:etation,

in the movement of the planets, or in any
other of her stated operations.

But the all-wise and benevolent author of
the christian system seems plainly to have
had very different conceptions of the power of
faith. He did not think fit to rest in the es-

tablishment of fliith alone, but added a rule of
life ; filled up, and finished that rule in all its

parts for our guidance in every branch of du-
ty ; annexed the strongest sanctions to move
us to an observance of this rule ; and gave
the brightest illustration of it in his own great
example. From all which it is clear, that our
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Saviour did not give to faith a power of pro-

ducing good Vv'orks necessarily and spontane-

ously, since in that case he v/ould not have ad-

ded the light of laws, the power of sanctions,

the influence of example. This would have
been adding a doubtful and precariou s pov*Tr for

the production of an effect, which was already

secured by the establishment of a necessary

powTr.
This point will receive a strong illustration

from the case of the first christians. In our
iige and country, and wherever the gospel is

established and its doctrines freely taught, we
can hardly find an instance of faith arising on
the foundation of its evidence, v/here at least

the principal laws of Christianity are not known.
The evidence and the duties of Christianity

are instilled together ; nay, it often happens,

that the duties are taught, and generally un-

derstood, ^vhere the evidence hath been very

little attend.ed to. It is not therefore so easy

to observe amongst ourselves h eir natural

order and dependence on each other. But at

the first preaching of Christianity circiunstan-

ces were widely different. The strongest evi-

dences of our Saviour's divine mission were
then frequently displayed, where his doctrines

-were little known. Ever}^ miracle had its con-

verts ; nothing being more common, in the

history of our Lord, than after the account of

a miracle to hear that many were thereby in-

duced to believe on him. But such converts

could not be instructed in the laws of christian*
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ity, though they had been eye-witnesses of

its evidence. And such at first were the apos-

tles themselves. For our Lord lived and died,

rose again and gave full proof of his resurrec-

tion, and thereby completed the evidence of

the gospel, before the laws of the gospel were
fully revealed, even to die apostles themselves.

Though these first disciples of Christianity

therefore might have the firmest faith in their

Redeemer, yet this faith could not enable them
in all respects to live up to the duties of Chris-

tianity, since those duties were but imperfect-

ly known.
The impulse of faith then cannot of itself

be sufficient to produce good w^orks, vvdthout

a knowledge of those divine laws by which our
works are to be formed. Faith of itself can-

not give us a knowledge of the will of God,
and therefore cannot enable us of itself to w^alk

according to that will. Faith gives us the

disposition to obey. The act of obedience
must be regulated by the rule of obedience,

which is the/will of God. Faith is the princi-

ple of obedience, and not the rule.

3dly—The manner in which faith is connect-

ed with good vvorks, is clearly pointed out to

us in one short expression of Si. Paul, which
hath been already mentioned, ^' Faith v/hich
*' w^orketh, or obtaineth its proper effect by
*' love," is the Apostle's expression. Faith,

or a firm belief of our Redeemer's goodness,
mercy, and unspeakable love to us, enkindles

in us a fervent love for him, Avhich love must
H 2
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lead to a ready compliance with his will in all

things. Faith therefore Vv-orketh by the inter-

vention of love to the production ofgood works.
And love is a free and generous principle, fit-

ted to a free and moral agent.

Lastly—Against this opinion we appeal to

experience. If the operation of faith be sup-

posed necessary, it must of consequence be
universal : and good works, as its necessary
effect, mAist be inseparable from it. For it is

supposed, that nothing depends on the concur-
rence or v/ill of the agent, but that the princi-

ple is certain in its operation, and never liable

to be defeated by any perverseness of man's
disposition. It must therefore influence every
part of our conduct alike. The faithful must
be uniformly and invariably good, free from
ail sin, and superior to all temptation.

Thus Vtill the believer be taken out of a state

of probation ; being secured against all tlie

dangers of temptation by the force of the prin-

ciple within him. How repugnant this theory

is to the true state of religion in the best of

christians, an appeal to their own experience

will best determine. Do they find themselves

every where absolutely superior to the worlds

never moved by temptation, or in fact ne^'cr

overcome by it ? Are no labors of their own
required, no v/atchfulness over themselves ?

Do they experience no conflict, no trial, no
relapse ? Do they find that faith overrules the

freedom of their will to evil, and renders them
necessarily good ? They who pretend this^
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must be confuted whenever they consult their

own breasts. If they are J^ardy enough to as-

sert thus much, their own actions will bear

the strongest evidence against them, and prove

to all the world, whatever ,may be their pre-

tences, that even the best of men are not ne-

cessarily good.

But farther. If faith is supposed to produce
good works necessarily, then there could be
no degrees of christian goodness. Faith must
produce its full effect instantly, and must raise

the believer at once to the sublimest pitch of

virtue. In that case, since there could only be
one irrand division of mankind into the faith-

ful and the infidel, whilst the latter were aban-

doned to every vice of corrupted nature, the

former would be not only all virtuous, but all

equally virtuous. Thus one half of the world
would be all light and goodness, whilst the

other half w^ould be under one universal blot

of depravity and corruption. But we find in

fact in the christian world all the intermediate

shades between the two extremes of purest

light and total darkness : v/e find in the charac-

ters of mankind all possible intermixtures of

light and shade ; all degrees of goodness, varied

from the reluctant performances of the first re-

turning sinner, to the perfection of the saint.

A fact which is absolutely inconsistent with
the supposition of fliith working in all its effects

necessarily, since it must then work them uni-

versally, and every where alike. The variety

of christian characters then is totally irrecon-.
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cileabie to this theory of faith. It is a fact

which can only be accounted for by admitting

that we are free in the use of faith as of everv

otlier gift; and that this in^\'ard principle of

goodness, when lodged in the heart, is improve-

abk by us in proportion to that attention we
give to it, and to our industry in the Avork of

religion; or declines and sinks to decay, like

every other talent, by our neglect of it.

The result of all is, that the operation of
faith is not necessary and mechanical, but that

it works within us to the production of good
works by such a tendency as is consistent with

the nature of man, and leaves his free agency
inviolate. It operates strongly by motives of

the most powerful kind, but not irresistibly, so

as to overpower the will,and destroy its freedom.

Thus is the wa}- cleared for our third in-

quiry, " What are the fuil^^ffects of faith upon
*' the mind, Adhere it is duly cultivated and
" improved '?" An inquiry ^vhich cannot fail

of opening to us a field of much pleasing con-

templation, as it will lead us to take a view of

our nature breaking forth from^ its corrupt state,

rising fast towards perfection, and clothed in

its best attainments.

But before we proceed to this, I shall beg
leave to point out in a few words, the use and
importance of the doctiine which hath been
just established.

They who suppose faith to produce good
works necessarily, must be led to rest entirely

in faith, and this being once acquired, to ac-
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quiesce in it without any farther views, and to

rehix and suspend all endeavors after improve-

ment in goodness. And this accounts for their

conduct when both in their writings and public

exhortations they dwell altogether on faith

alone, and very rarely enter on the subject of

good works. A conduct which must indeed

be right, if the principle which they go upon
were right, that good works are the invariable

and necessary production of faith.

But if this theory of faith be wrong ; if faith

depends for its full effect, under the influence

of the Holy Spirit, on the free-will of man,
then we see the necessity of our own care and
diligence in cultivating this principle of faith.

We see in the strongest light the necessity of

extendine: this care and vieilance unabated
through the whole time of our probation here ;

of studying the scriptures, not only as a rule

of faith, but as the only rule of life ; aiming
still at higher attainments in virtue, never
vainly flattering ourselves, at any period of this

life, that '' we have already attained, or are al-

" ready perfect;" but, in a word, " forgetting
*' those things which are behind, and reaching
'* forth unto those things which are before, of
*' pressing onward toward the mark, for the
" prize of the high calling of GOD in Jesus
" Christ."
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SECTION VI.

Of the Operation of Faith,

TN inquiring into the effects of faith upon the

mind, and the changes which it must there

produce, where it ig duly cultivated and im-
proved, we have all the data to proceed upon
that we can desire. We know the nature of
faith, and we know the constitution of the

mind. We have nothing to do but to attend

to the result which must arise from the appli-

cation of the one to the other, to watch the

operation, and to observe the effect.

Had our minds remiained in their state of
original perfection, even then the introduction

of so new a principle into a system of affec-

tions, passions, and the several intellectual

powers, could not have failed of producing
great changes in it. The difficulty hoAvever

would have been less to have given a right di-

rection to -a mind rightly constituted. But our
w^hole mental system was disordered. Our
understanding was darkened, our will enslav-

ed, and our affections attached to unworthy
objects. Virtue had lost that influence over
our minds which was originally given to it.

No longer was it able, by its own force, to re-

tain us in that regular course of dut)' in which
we were appointed to mo^e. We began to de-

viate from it, to break the harmony of our sys-

tem, and to fly off from our central light.
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Virtue hath therefore been supplied with new
powers. The sun of Righteousness hath lent

it all his beams, and hath given it a brightness

which it never knew before.

It is not easy to give us, who were born to

the full enjoyment of the gospel, a strong and
adequate idea of the value of a blessing which
we have always possessed. Its superiorit}^ was
more clearly seen at the first appearance of
Christianity, when it could be contrasted on
one hand with the gross ignorance of the vul-

S'ar- heathen, and on the other with that feeble

lamp of philosophy, wherein was collected

however ail the light that could be supplied

from ail the sources of human reason. To a

world in this situation, to a people *' Vv ho waik-
*' ed in da.rkness, and dwelt in the land of the
'' shadow of death," how astonishins; must
have been the first appearance of this great

light ! We vv^ho never walked in darkness are

less sensible of this effect ; we see this great

light without being struck by it, because the

full blaze of day did not burst all at once
around our understanding.

It will be necessary therefore to consider dis-

tinctly the various ways by which the chris-

tian faith applies itself to the human mind for

its improvement.
And first of all, it begins its operations by

enlightening the understanding, arid by pour-

ing into it streams of celestial knowledge.
We now become " acquainted widi God," and
obtain a more enlarged view of the divine na-
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ture and perfections. Reason, indeed, proper-

ly exercised on the creation, could not fail to

see many of those rays which, beaming from
the Creator, were reflected from his works.
Such of the divine perfections as had been
exerted in the creation, could never lie hid ;

since the creation itselfwas perpetually bearing

its testimony to them, and all its parts were
for ever telling to every beholder, the power,
the wisdom, and the goodness of Him who
framed them. But the creation itself, though
a fair transcript of the divine perfections, was
still an imperfect one. Could we suppose it

possible that we could look through all nature,

and could discern every character of wisdom
that the Almighty hath impressed on every
part of this system, our conceptions of the

divine perfections would no doubt be exalted

in proportion as our prospect of his glorious

w*orks was more extended. But even then
our knowledge of the eternal Creator would
not so far surpass that degree of knowledge
^vhich we now imbibe from seeing only a part

of his works, as it Vv^ould fall short of that

w^iich we shall one day obtain from a view of

systems still more glorious. The works of

God can only convey to our understandings

an image of so much perfection as hath been
stamped upon them. But our creation is far

too narrow to receive a complete impression

of the Divinity. When we shall have heard all

that this creation can tell us of God, we shall

haxG heard only a small part of all that God is.
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From ^vhat we see at present of created ex-

cellency, we justly infer the infinite perfection

of the Creator himself. But we are mistaken

if we imagine that for this reason our concep-

tions of this perfection can never be raised

higher. There is room for infinite discove-

ries in the divine nature beyond all that we can

at present conceive : and if we suppose our
powders of mental vision to be growing and en-

larging through all eternity, still they would
be unable to take in th?tt great object which no
created mind can fully comprehend. Where
indeed can be the impropriety, since it hath

been demonstrated that there is in nature a

series of infinites descending and decreasing

beyond all assignable bounds ; where can be
the impropriety of saying, that we shall dis-

cover an endless ascending progression of in-

finite perfection rising beyond infinite perfec-

tion in the divine nature ? So that that con-
ception of infinite perfection which the most
exalted human understanding can embrace,
falls infinitely short of that which fills the glo^v-

ing breast of the highest Seraph : and yet the
glowing conceptions of the highest Seraph
falls still infinitely farther below what God
himself is.

We cannot wonder then to be told, that
Redemption hath made farther discoveries of
the divine nature than creation had made. In
that first work, glorious as it was, the Deity
was far from being v/holly put forth. Even
those divine attributes which were most clear-

I
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\y and distinctly seen in the works of the cre-

ation, have acquired new light in the progress

of redemption, and others have been discov-

ered of which the creation gave us no intelli-

gence.

Of all the divine attributes, the powder of

the Creator was that which arose at first in its

fullest orb. For we cannot conceive an high-

er exertion of power, thc-ji that of producing

a creation out of nothing. Yet those acts of

power v.-hich have been exerted in the course

of redemption, if not equal to this first act, are

at least to us strons: and iiecessarv confirma-

tions of it. Had things proceeded forever in

One uniform and unvaried course, it might

have given some color to the opinion of those

who dream of the eternity of the universe, and

fancy that the machine is kept in motion by

some power inherent in itself. But when we see

all nature bending before the Giver ofthis new
dispensation, and submitting all its establish-

ed laws to his will, these wonderful opera-

tions show clearly from whence all its pow er

is deri\ed. He whom nature obeys, must

be nature's GOD. These extraordinary

appearances are acts of submission and hom-

age which the several parts of the universe pay

to their Lord, thereby they ackno%vledge

themselves his creatures, and proclaim to all

the world that " power belongeth unto God.''

Wisdom is another attribute of the Deity,

which manifests itself clearly in the works of

the creation. It is written on all the produc-
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tions of nature, and is fully displayed in the

harmony and fair proportions of every part of

the universe, and the grandeur of the whole

design. Yet doth wisdom break forth with

additional lustre in the w^ork of redemption.

With what amazement do we look baek on

this glorious plan rising and increasing in re-

motest ages, and brought to perfection by
ways as for above the wisdom of man to con-

trive, as above his power to execute ! And
how adorable is that wisdom which laid the

foundation and established the laws of the

Messiah's kingdom, and again brought light

and order out of darkness and confusion in the

moral system, as it had before done in the

natural !

If we look round all the Creator's works,

we can no where find an instance of his power
exerted without his wisdom, or of his wisdom
without his goodness. It is the harmony and
perpetual union of these attributes, every

where co-operating to the same great end, that

is our best and clearest proof of the divine

unity. The goodness of the Creator is mani-

fested in the ample provision he hath made for

the happiness of all his creatures, by adapting

all tlie wonderful productions of his Vvdsdom

and pov/er in the material world to the uses of

the living creation ; and making all the rich

furniture of inanimate nature subservient to

some enjoyment of sense or intelligence. But
in redemption goodness rises to still greater

heights, and is exalted, into the new attribute
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of mercy ; which hath added to all the bless-

ings of creation, that last and supreme gift of
heaven, the forgiveness of sins. In the crea-

tion there was no room for the exercise of this

attribute, and therefore we find no proof of it

there. Mercy is the peculiar discovery, and
the glory of the gospel, through every page
of which it sheds its saving influence. Indeed
neither justice nor mercy could find an object

in an innocent world. It w^as on a world in-

volved in guilt and misery that they first met ;

and w^hen we were sinking into ruin and over-

wdielmed with despair, then it w*as that they

descended from heaven, holding forth to our
view that Roll of Salvation whereon was in-

scribed, ^* Glory to God in the highest, and
*' on earth peace, good-will towards men.'*

Then did *' mercy and truth meet together ;"

the mercy of God interposing to save the sin-

ful'race of men, w^as reconciled with his truths

w^hich stood engaged to execute the sentence

of death upon them ; then did ** righteous-
'* ness and peace kiss each other ;" the closest

connection took place, where there seemed to

be the strongest opposition, between the right-

eousness of God, and \h.^ peace of man.
We are farther instructed by the christian

faith in the true condition of our situation here,

and the laws of our nature and our duty are

laid before us in the fullest and clearest man-
ner : laws so equitable, that even the adver-

saries of revelation have ever acknowledged
their excellence : laws so wisely framed, and
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SO well adapted to our nature, that when spec-

ulative men have undertaken to build their

systems of morality, and have furnished them
with riches borrowed liberally from the treas-

ures of revelation, they have been apt to mis-

take the dictates of inspiration, for the deduc-

tions of their own reason.

But we are not only instructed in whatever

concerns our duty to our happiness here ; our

understandings are led forth into a future state,

all eternity is unveiled before us, and we see

the great doctrines of life and immortality in

the clearest light. The gospel hath laid open
to our view those bright eternal iields, the pros-

pect of which must otherwise have been for

ever intercepted by clouds impenetrable to the

human eye. The utmost labor of the human
understanding, where the most select geniuses

of every erilightened age united all their efforts^

could do little to\Aards this s-reat discoverv.

They could do no more than the assistance of
art hath enabled the eye to do in survey! iig the

starry fn-mament. The ablest reason, in its

utmost cultivation, could just discern a fliint

light streaming through that dark expanse of
night \\ith which it was surrounded, from
whence it might conjecture that there was a
brighter world beyond. But this was a light too
fine and dubious to be of any service to the
vulgar sight, and which every passing cloud
concealed even from the philosophic e} e. The
philosopher could exult in the pleasing theory
of immortal happiness, but it generally failed

I 2
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even him when it was to be brought to the proof.

Whereas the faith of a christian is a fixed and
a steady Hght, which never deserts him, but
shines the brightest in the darkest seasons of
distress.

It is the peculiar happiness of this dispensa-

tion that all this knowledge is made level to the

meanest capacity. So that we may truly af-

firm, that the knowledge of all the sages of
antiquity put together, is no more to be com-
pared to the knowledge which is now in the

power of the humblest christian, than the

glimmering of a thousand stars to a sun-beam.
A fact of so astonishing a nature, and ever be-

fore our eyes, is a public and a standing proof

of the reality of that revelation in which w^e

believe, and is alone sufficient to satisfy all

gainsayers. It is a proof of the strongest kind,

demnostrating the cause from its visible and
lasting effects. The effect cannot be denied

:

it cannot be denied, that since the era of the

gospel, vulgar Christianity hath excelled learn-

ed paganism in the most sublime and impor-

tant branches of knowledge ; nor is it possible

to account for this efiect on any other supposi-

tion, than that there was at that era a revela-

tion from heaven, a new^ communication of di-

vine knowledge, alight derived from above to

lighten the Gentiles. .

But the action of faith upon the mind is not

confined to the understanding. That light

vv'hich enters in by the understanding beams
into every part of the soul, and re^'ives and
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invigorates all its other powers. Like the

light of heaven, it brings with it a vital heat

which warms the afFections.

The influence which the understanding hath

over the afFections, is well known : and it is

generally by seducing the understanding that

vice maintains its dominion over us. Did we
see clearly the true nature, and the different

events of virtue and vice, our afFections could

not be so misplaced as they usually are. Re-
ligion shows us both ; it shows us the naked
deformity of vice, the poison that is mixed
with its sweet intoxicating draught of pleasure,

and the ruin in which its flowery paths termi-

nate. It shows us the native charms of vir-

tue, its manly and rational joys, and those

pure streams of eternal pleasures by which it

dwells for ever.

It would carry us far beyond our bounds to

enter into every particular, and to show how fa-

vorable the christian faith is to the production
and increase of every virtue. It will be suflii-

cient briefly to show how powerful an influence

it hath in maintaining within us those two
great principles of all virtue, the love of God,
and the love of man.
The more we know of God, the more clear-

ly we discover the justice of the Apostle's des-

cription, that " GOD IS LOVE." The
whole of his works is but one grand demon-
stration, his various dispensations are but so

many successive proofs, rising one above an-

other, of this great truth. All tliat we see in
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the creation are but varied expressions of his
goodness, and all our enjoyments testimonies
of his love. They naturally therefore raise
our minds to heaven. Wherever our affec-
tions may begin, they terminate in the Crea-
tor

; and if they rest for a while on his works,
It IS only to gain strength that they may renew
their flight upwards to the Giver of all o-ood
gifts.

^

But redemption takes up the tale which crea-
tion had begun, and in a language still more awa-
•kening, still infinitely more affecting, repeats to
us the heavenly strain, that "GOD IS LOVE."
Not content to have created an universe on
purpose to bear witness to this, he sends the
Lord of the universe himself to give us in per-
son the strongest assurances of it. His own
eternal Son vouchsafes to bring the commen-
dations of his Father's love towards us. He
veils the brightness of his glory, ^vhicli we
could not directly look upon, by cloathiup'
himself m pur nature ; and softens the splen-
dor of Divinity to the bearing of our sight, by
tempering it with the milder rays of human vir-
tue : that thus we might have for our imita-
tion an example of perfection nearer to our
own standard, and might receive expressions
of divine love in the tenderest language of
human affection.—But ah ! what pledge of
love is this which he is preparing to give, and
what characters are these in which we see it
witt^n

! What voice is that, which in the
niidst of the bitterest sufferings, and tlie mo&t
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cruel tortures, speaks only of mercy and for-

giveness ! Why is he thus extended on the

cross, why is his visage stained with those

drops of blood, and why flows that purple

stream from his side !-—Ah ! this is the great

w^ork of atonement ; and he is now expiating

the sins of a guilty world ! Hear, oh heavens I

and 8:ive ear, oh earth ! He dies for those by
whom he dies : and that very blood which man-
kind hath shed, was poured forth to testify his

love of man

!

Such are the wonderful measures that God
hath taken to engage our affections. And if

we can feel all these blessings w^ithout any re-

turns of gratitude on our part ; if we, who were
first raised from nothing into existence, and
then again snatched from misery, and lifted to

the hopes of immortal happiness, if we can
forget the hand which did these great things

for us, nor feel the love of God glowing in our
breasts ; then will the whole creation bear wit-

ness against us, that creation which hath in

vain borne continual witness of the love of

God towards us : then v/ill that blood of our
Redeemer also cry loudly against us ; that

blood which hath been in vain poured out for us.

With regard to our love of mankind, were
we to recal every argum.ent for our mutual
affection that the gospel supplies us with, we
must transcribe the gospel. It will be suffi-

cient to urge the force of that general conclu-

sion of the Apostle, '' Beloved, if God so loved
*^ us, we ought also to love one another," Here
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we see the Apostle brings the whole weight of

those considerations which arise from the di-

vine love displayed in redemption, directly to

enforce our love of each other, and makes all

that hath been advanced in support of the love

of God, an argument for our love of man.
They are indeed kindred affections which open
into and communicate with each other: and
that love ofGod which springs up continually,

and overflows in the heart of the true christian,

feeds and maintains to an equal height the

fountain of human love. For if we love our

Redeemer, we must for our Redeemer's sake

love mankind. It was not for some select few
alone, it was not for some favorite sect or par-

ty, it was not for some peculiar people that our

Lord died, but for the whole race of sinful

men. He gave his life a ransom for many, and
nothing less than a world was a fit object of his

redeeming: love. To everv individual therefore

amongst mankind, the force of the Apostle's

general conclusion is clearly applicable. Be-
loved, if God so loved him as to send his onlv

begotten Son into the world, to be the propiti-

ation of his sins, surely then we are bound by
the strongest obligations to love him likewise.

For if there be any one man, how mean, how
miserable, how contemptible soever he may
seem ; if there be any one whom we dare to

think unworthy of our love, we thereby have
the presumption to oppose our opinion to that

of our Saviour, who hath declared him not un^

worthy of his. Oh you then, who harbor in
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your breasts any dark and unfriendly passion

;

you who listening only to the dictates of resent-

ment, are preparing for your brother the whole
weight of your revenge ; look up before you
execute your fatal purpose ; look throxigh those

mists of passion witli v/hich you are now blind-

ed, and behold hirn whom you were about to

strike encircled in the arms of your Redeemer!
So powerfully doth redemption strengthen

all the bonds of mutual affection between us,

exalting benevolence into charity and brotherly

love.

Having thus laid the foundation of all social

virtues, faith proceeds no less effectually to pro-

vide for the security of those which more im-

mediately respect ourselves. For vre cannot

have a nobler motive to engage us in the cul-

tivation of all personal virtues, than the con-

sciousness of that dignity and worth to which
our nature is now exalted. Had we been to die

for ever, and after a few years of precarious be-

ing here, to sink into the earth, and to mingle

mth our native dust, never more to be awa-
kened to life or sense, the wisest thing we
could have done would have been to croud
into our short span of existence all the enjoy-

ments we could meet with. But redemption
])ath set us free from the hard laws of morality

after submittiiDs: to them for a while, and hath

begotten us j^f^ain unto a lively hope of eternal

happiness. We are born to the -highest ex-

pectaxrons, and there is no degree of excellence

which ^\-e may not aspire after in that endless
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progress of improvement to which we are des-

tined. And shall beings of that high rank to

which we now belong, shall the sons of immor-
tality, and the heirs of an heavenly kingdom,
stoop to seek their happiness in common with
the brutes that perish, amongst low carnal in-

dulgencies and sensual pleasures? It would be
the height of baseness as well as folly, thus to

degrade our souls for which our Saviour paid

so high a price, to sacrifice eternity to a mo-
ment, for a few drops of fugitive and deceitful

pleasure to give up those rivers of pleasure at

God's right hand which shall never be exhaust-

ed, or for any bribe that this world can offer to

resign our right to that inheritance incorrupti-

ble and undefiled, that fadeth not away, re-

served in heaven for us.

After gaining so considerable a part of the

mind, the remainder will be easy to subdue the

will also to the service of virtue, and thereby

to restore it to its freedom. For what the un-

derstanding approves, and the affections em-
brace, will not easily be rejected by the will.

All the motives that have been received into

the mind by them, are prepared and disposed

by them to act upon the will with the greatest

force. When virtue appears to the mind in all

those advantages which it derives from revela-

tion, in all that celestial light and beauty which
shine through the understanding, and command
the afiections, the will remains no longer in

suspense, but }ields itself entirely to the heav-

enly attraction.
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That the assent of the will should follow the

other faculties of the mind, and should give

way to the same powerful application of faith

by which they have been before gained, must
appear very natural. But it may not perhaps

be so readily understood, how by this means
the will is restored to its freedom. To com-

prehend this effect it must be observed, that

the will of man is not a detached and indepen-

dent power, whose business it is to act alone,

and to move merely for the sake of its own mo-
tion. The will of man is in a state of the closest

connection with the other powers of the mind,

upon which it acts, and is reciprocally acted

upon by them. It concurs in all their opera-

tions, and unites in the minutest movements of

every part of the mind. Hence what we call

the freedom of the will, may perhaps be as

well expressed by the freedom of the whole
mind. At least the freedom of the will implies

thus much, and may perhaps be better com-
prehended by some when thus expressed.

. It follows, that in order to maintain the free-

dom of the will, the whole mind must be well

adjusted and duly regulated : and if any of its

powers are disturbed, the freedom of the will,

that is, the ease and free motion of the mind,
is necessarily impeded. The disorder does not

terminate in that part where it began, but on
account of the general influence of all the parts

on each other, spreads in some measure through
the whole frame, and is immediately commu-
nicated to the will, whose exercise depends on
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the free use of every part. If the understand-
ing, for instance, is wholly unenlightened and
'sunk in ignorance, you may suppose, if you
please, the will to be perfect in itself, and to

retain its own power of free motion ; but what
can be the use of such a power, where it is

constantly in danger of being misled by its false

views of every object? In this state it resem-
bles a prisoner set at liberty in profound dark-

ness, who is then indeed able to move freely,

\mt the next step he takes may as well lead

him to a precipice, as into the path he wants to

pursue. The same holds with still greater

force as to the affections. The affections are

much stronger principles of action than the un-
derstanding, and operate with more violence.

If therefore they are not under a due regulation,

but are attached to low and unworthy objects,

the will must necessarily receive a wrong bias

from them., and be drawn blindly after them.

If again the understanding and the affections

are at variance with each other, the whole mind
is then in a state of distraction and tumult.

All its powers, instead of concurring in one

general operation, act in opposition to each

other, and thereby clog and retard each other's

motions. The v/ill makes some faint effort,

some ineffectual struc:2:les for libcrtv; but the

event generally is, that the strongest power
prevails at lasi : the passions grow impetuous,

and bear dovvii all before them ; they cloud and

absorb the light of the understanding, and drag

the will after them in chains.
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This effect of vice and corruption is thus
beautifully pictured by Solomon. " His own
" iniquities shall take the wicked, and he shall
*' be holden with the cords of his sins*."
As the liberty of the will is lost by disorders

arising in the other powers of the mind, so it

can be no otherwise restored than by reducing
those powers into order. And this is the effect
which, as vre have seen, faith produces on the
mind. On the introduction of that heavenly
principle, the ferment of the soul subsides, all

its jarring powers are reconciled, and that union
restored amongst them which is necessary to
its liberty and perfection. The mind of man
4n its fallen state resembles an admirable ma-^
chine out of order. Those fi-er springs and
movements which were formed to obey the
touch of virtue, were all injured and disturbed;
so that it required some new regulating power,
some additional impulse to put them in motion.
Faith is that regulating power, Vv hich retouches
this admirable machine, and gives it again its
free and natural motion.

This whole doctrine is stated in the clearest
manner by our blessed Lord himself, in a dis-
course v/hich he held with some Jews that had
believed on him«-. The influence Vv^hich the
understanding hath in restoring the liberty of
the will, is expressly pointed out by him in
these^' words: ^' Ye shall know the truth, and
" the truth shall make you free." The Jews,

* Pi'ov. V. 22.

t John, chapter viii.
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supposing him to speak of a release from civil

bondage, answered with a v/armth proceeding

from a jealousy of their civil liberties,^ '' We
*' be Abraham's seed: we were never in bon-

*' dage to any man : how sayest thou then, ye
*' shall be made free ?" Our Lord then explains

his meaning clearly, and tells them that he

spake of moral and spiritual liberty, which is

lost by sin, and can only be restored in its

highest perfection by the power of religion.

»* Whosoever committeth sin, saith he, is thef

*' servant of sin ; but if the Son shall make you
" free, then shall ye be free indeed."

Upon the whole, the natural operation of

faith upon the mind, is to enlighten the under-

standing, to rccal the affections into their pro-

per channel, and to break those fetters by which

the will was held in bondage. It insinuates

itself into every part of the mind, circulates its

healing virtues through the w^hole extent of

the soul, and thereby restores health to its con-

stitution.

I shall conclude this part of my subject by

pointing out in a few words one strong cha-

racter of distinction which meets us here,^ be-

tween our true religion, and that prevailing

enthusiasm which -is only an unhappy abuse

of it. ^^.^
Enthusiasm confmesthe action of taith upon

the soul chiefly to one part of it, neither ad-

mitting in religion the use of the understanding,

nor the exercise of the free will. By which

scheme it both dishonors our holy faith, by
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thus narrowing and contracting its influence,

and instead of healing the natural disorders of

the soul, fixes and confirms them. Instead of

exalting the understanding, it degrades that

heaven-born faculty, and chains it dovv-n to the

earth, holding it unworthy of assisting in divine

things. Instead of vindicating and restoring

the liberty of the will, by reducing it to a pas-

sive subjection under certain irresistible feel-

ings and impulses, it doth in reality load it with
a double chain. Principles which are so far

from reducing the mind into a state of compo-
sure and union, that they tend only to unhinge
it still more than ever, and lea\e it in a state

of the utmost distraction, by placing its powers
in opposition to each other, and raising one in

a most extraordinary and unnatural manner
above the rest. I wish that this were specula-

tion only, and that experience did not too ma-
nifestly confirm what hath been here advanced,
concerning that distraction and disorder of
mind to which these principles lead.

Enthusiasm indeed y/arms the aifections,

and kindles them often to an uncommon de-
gree of fervour. But the heat of enthusiasm
is the heat of disease, which inflames a part
only, and thereby weakens and consumes the
mind, instead of giving strength to it.

Observe then the superiority of that religion

of the gospel, whose genuine operations upon
the mind we have been attemotino: to describe,

over this defective and partii;) plan. The ge^

K 2
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nial warmth of true religion diffuses itself

equally through the whole frame of the mind,
and imparts life and vigor wherever it is felt.

This genial warmth not only glows in the af-

fections, but awakens to new life every faculty

of the soul, and calls them forth to unite all

their powers in the service of him, whose wis-
dom first gave being to the harmonious com-
position of the human soul, and when it had
unhappily fallen into disorder, whose mercy
contrived the means of raising it again from its

ruins, and exalting it to more than its first per-

fection. In a word, the religion of a true

christian is " the religion of his reason, the re-
** ligion of his affections, and the religion of
" liis will."

SECTION VII.

Of Regeneration,^

IF we call to mind the powerful effects of

faith upon the soul, where it is duly culti-

tivated and improved ; how it enlightens the

understanding, regulates the affections, and re-

stores the freedom of the will : if we add to

this the powerful influence of the Holy Spirit

co-operating,

* Probably, with a view to preserve uniformity in the

prosecution of his plan, the author of this essay treats

of regeneration in connection with its source, tendency
and effects. These are therefore not distinguished so

accurately as may be expedient to give his readers ia

general a correct idea of the subject.
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co-operating to the same great end, we can-

not be at a loss to comprehend those various

expressions of the Ne^v Testament which rep-

resent

Regeneration proceeds from the Holy Spirit as from
its source, and is our translation from a state of wrath
and condemnation into a state of grace and favor. Hence,
though we may be often renewed, we can be but once
regenerated, because we can be but once born into

Christ's Church, and made.the children of God by adop-

tion. Thus understood, it affords a plain reason for thet

primitive distinction, carefully preserved in the language
of the christian church, between regeneration and reno-

vation ; the former having respect to a change of state,

the latter to the change of nature, or the renewal of the

heart. This distinction gives us the reason why chris-

tians, for obtaining the true end of their religion, are

not called upon to become regenerate, but are frequently

exhorted in scripture to be transformed, by the reneio-

ing of their mind*

—

loh^renewed in the spirit of their

mind :t and the inward man is said to be reneived day by
day.^: The obligation and tendency of regeneration is

clearly asserted in the exhortations to grow in grace,

and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ ;§ and in

pleasing God, to abound more and more.|| These texts

refer to renovation, or the moral change ofnature, which
is progressive, and admits of increase, as we become
more and more conformed to the moral perfections of
God. Our state is but once changed from an uncove-
nanted to a covenant state, and therefore there is but one
baptism, which is our admission into that state. Accor-
dingly,when christians fall away,the restoring them is not

called regeneration, but reneiving them by repentance.

H

The whole fully evinces the propriety of applying the
word regeneration to a change of state, and renovation to

a change of nature. See Inglis on Infant Baptism^ Sect,I,

* Rom, xii. 2. f Eph. iv. 23. + 2 Cor. iv. 16.

$2 Pet. iii. 18.
\\ Thess. iv. 1. % Heb. vi. 6.
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resent the soul, when restored to that perfec-

tion to which it may be carried under the

christian dispensation, as the pecuUar work-
manship of God, as in a state of new birth, or

of a new creation.

But as this doctrine of Christianity hath been
often grossly misunderstood, and this is the

peculiar region of our holy faith, where en-

thusiasm seems to think itself most securely

established ; let us endeavour in the

First place, to obtam a clear and distinct no-

tion of christian regeneration. And then we
shall discern,

Secondly, how naturally it leads us to the

practice of good w^orks : that being the grand
aim of the whole christian institution ; that

being the very end and design, as we are ex-

pressly assured by Saint Paul, of this our new
creation; for ''we are God's workmanship,
'' saith the Apostle, created in Christ Jesus
'' unto good works."^

In the first place let us endeavor to obtain a

clear and distinct notion of christian regenera-

tion.

Now by this, and other expressions in scrip-

ture of equal force, it is evident, that we must
understand in general that change which is

wrought in the mind by those powers which in

the christian dispensation are made to act up-
on it. A change, as we have already seen,

from darkness to light, from confusion to or-

* Eph. ii. 10.
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der, from slavery to freedom. The tendency

of faith to produce this change hath been fully

considered. The Holy Spirit, we are assur-

ed, concurs in all these operations of faith.

' For it is by the Spirit of wisdom that our
* understandings are enlightened : it is by the
' Spirit that we are rooted and grounded in

' love ; and that our souls are purified in obey-
' ing the truth : it is by the Spirit that we are

* called unto liberty, for where the Spirit of
' the Lord is, tliere is liberty ; in a word, it

' is by the Spirit that all our infirmities are

^ helped, and that we are strengthened with
* mip'ht in the inner man."*
It follows clearly then that the great change

we Speak of is produced in the mind by the

concurring operation of faith and the Holy
Spirit. The united agency of this inward and
this outward power, enables the soul gradually

to throv/ off its corruption, and works it into an

holy and an heavenly frame. It receives from
our holy faith the purest principles of virtue,

at the same time that it receives from the Spir-

it the ability and disposition to act up to those

principles.

There are three expressions vvhich are in their

turns made use ofby St. Paul to signify the virtue

of the christian dispensation, as opposed to the

inefficacv of ritual observances. '
' Neither cir-

*' cumcision availeth any thing, saith he, nor
** uncircumcision, but faith working by love

—

tEpb. i. 17. IPet. i. 22. Gal. v. 13. 2 Cor. iii.

17. Rom. viii. 26. Eph. iii. 16, 17.
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*' but a v.Q^Y creature—but keeping the com-
*' mandments of God."* These three ex-
pressions therefore being in their turns opposed
to the same thing, must be equivalent, point-

ing out the power of the christian dispensa-

tion by three of its capital parts. I'he iirst of

these, *' faith working by love," denotes the

eiiicient cause, or operating powxr ; the se-

cond, ** a new creature," the inward change
in disposition and principle VvTought by that

power : the third, " keeping the command-
" ments of God," the outwaad change of ac-

tion and conduct, Vv'hich is the result of that

inw^ard change of mind and principle, and the

ultimate and final effect of faith.

11^:^ v^^^xA ., . ct » ^ ct v^^^iiiiJiiwLv^ ICpn^beiiLciLiOn

of the christian life. We see it in its first prin-

ciples, in its internal consititution, and in a

state of action.

Life implies much more than m^ere existence.

It implies the use of those vital powers and
principles which belong to each several order of

beines, and without which thev would exist to

no purpose. When w^e speak of life therefore,

the term must vary according to the rank of

being to v\ hicli it is applied. It must have a

greater, or a less compass of meaning, as we
speak of beings formed for nobler or for lower

purposes. Life in beings endowed with sense

alone, must m^ean the sensitive life only. But
in beings, who have spirit and intelligence ad-

ded to sense, it implies more ; it implies the

* Gal. V. 6. vi. 15. 1 Cor, vii. 19.
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exercise of those superior, spiritual, and in-

tellectual po^v-ers. If man then, neglecting all

his nobler faculties, should confine himself en-

tirely to the use and enjoyment of the animal
functions, he can no longer be said to enjoy

the life of man, but sinks himself down to the

leyel of mere animal life. But if a£?:ain, in

this degraded state, he should recoyer the use
of his better faculties, he then rises once more
to the human and intellectual life.

Upon these principles it is that our sacred

writers proceed, when they eyery where speak
of yirtue as the life of the human soul, and of

sin as its death. " To be carnally minded is

*' death ; but to be spiritually minded is life

** and peace." How just is this language, and
with what propriety do they represent the life

formed on christian principles as a new life,

and the man who embraces those principles as

born to new life, and becoming a new crea-

ture ! For surely man, whose soul is illumi-

nated with all the glorious light, and strength-

ened with all the powers of Christianity ; man,
whose actions are formed on the sublimest

principles, whom the purest yirtue conducts
to the most exalted happiness ; man, reaching

forward to the perfection of his nature, and
grasping immortality ; must be different from
man sunk in ignorance and error, from man
groyelling on the earth, and never raising his

eyes aboye its surface, ])ut going round and
roinid its narrow circle in a vain search of hap-

piness which cannot be found. Surely man
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moving aloft in the christian system, is a being

of an higher order, than man moving in the

broken system of fallen nature.

Such is the clear account of that regenera-

tion, or state of new life, of which the gos-

pel speaks : in which every thing appears

founded on reasons of the strictest propriety,

and than which nothing can be more easily

comprehended. But are there not men to

whom it will seem too clear, and w^ho are dis-

pleased with every attempt to free the doctrines

of the gospel from that obscurity in which they

love to behold them ? Men who seem weary

of that dispensation of light under which we
have the happiness to live, and willing to re-

tire back again amongst the types and shadows

of the Mosaic institution ? Such men seem to

speak and write as if they were persuaded

that the christian regeneration implied the ac-

tual creation and infusion of a new soul. An
opinion which a moment's reflection will show
to be alike rejected by reason and revelation.

For if this idea were just, and if a christian

were a new creature in the most literal sense

of the expression, then in the instant of this

new creation, all the former furniture and en-

dowments of his mind must be swept awa}',

all traces of his former knowledge must be ob-

literatcd, and the memory of them entirely

blotted out. The new convert ^vould stand

like Adam amidst the new creation, without

any ideas but such as had been immediate-

ly stamped upon his mind by the hand of his
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Creator. But that this is the case of the re-

generate I suppose no one will be bold enough

to afiirm. Should it in contradiction to sense

and experience, be affirmed, yet can it never

be reconciled with that duty of repentance

which the gospel requires from all its converts,

and which evidently supposes a retrospect into

the actions of their former life, of which they

must therefore retain the remembrance, and

for which the present man is accountable.

If in the act of regeneration there were real-

ly the infusion of a new soul, as they who con-

tend for the literal acceptation of the expres-

sions, a new creature^ and a new birth^ must
suppose, then must that soul be allowed to

come spotless out of the hands of its Creator.

In this case, it must either continue in a state

of sinless purity, a condition which it is to be
feared would exclude all mankind from the

title of regenerate, and which can neither be
reconciled with the experience of the best

christians, nor with the continual admonitions

of scripture to amendment and repentance ;

or if it should fall from that purity, it must it-

self stand as much in need of redemption as

the former polluted soul ; that is, according
to this notion of redemption, of being again

supplied by a new soul : and so a succession

of souls in the same man Vv^ould take place.

Indeed this literal acceptation ofthe new birth

is utterly inconsistent with the very idea of a
redemption. The creation of a new soul is an
act of infinite power alone, to which the death

L
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of a redeemer seems to have no relation. His
death could be no more necessary to such an
act of infinite power, to the creation of a new
soul at this time, than it was at the first crea-

tion of things. Redemption necessarily im-
plies the redemption of the sinful and polluted

soul, of that very soul which had lost its created

purity, and forfeited its first happiness. And we
see the wonderful propriety,we feel the eificacy

of a Saviour's dying to promote this great end.

Agreeable to this is the language of scripture,

which every where speaks of redemption as a

purifying and an healing act ; and of those who
enjoy the benefit of it, as in a state of resto-

ration and recovery.

But may not this restoration and recovery

he the instantaneous effect of the Holy Spirit's

operation on the soul ? To judge how far re-

generation may be an instantaneous act, we
must call to mind that connection which hath

alreadv been taken notice of between the in-

fluence of the Spirit and the influence of faith.

The purifying and healing of the soul is the

effect of their joint action. And since the

progress of faith through the soul must be

gradual, it seems to follow clearly, that this

effect of their joint action must be progressiv e

likewise.

Our blessed Lord, in that pathetic discourse

delivered to his disciples just before his passion

drew on, and the glorious addresa to his Father

with which it is concluded, clearly points out

the means by which the conversion and sancti*
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fication of the world were to be carried on.

With regard to the apostles themselves, he

affirms, that even " they were made clean

' through the word which he had spoken unto
* them." '' I have given unto them the words
* which thou, O Father, gavest me ; and they
' have received them, and have known curely

' that I came out from thee,and thev have belie-

' ved that thou didst send me. Sanctify them , '

'

* he adds afterwards, *' through thy truth : thy
' word is truth. As thou hast sent me into the
* world, even so have I also sent them into the
* world. And for their sakes I sanctify myself,
* that they also might be sanctified through the
* truth. Neither pray I for these alone, but
* for them also which shall believe on me
' through their word." In this passage v/e

see clearly by what channel the stream of sanc-

tification is derived frofti our Saviour to the

world. The apostles received from our Lord
himself that word of divine truth, which by
their word and ministry was to be conveyed to

all mankind. Whence it is manifest, that the

external revelation of divine truth which our
Saviour hath communicated to mankind by the

inspired writings of his apostles, was given as

the established means of their conversion and
sanctification.

Since then there are two distinct powers
concerned in producing this great change in

the soul, it follows, theit they must regulate
each other's motions. Whatever therefore

might be supposed, were the inquiry only about
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the secret and invisible operations of the Spirit,

yet since these operations are conducted by the
known rule of God's revealed word, v/e cannot
be at a loss how to determine the question be-
fore us. For unless the vrhole gospel can in

an instant be lodged in the soul, the complete
recovery of the soul which depends on the gos-
pel, cannot be instantaneous. Its improvement
must be gradual, whilst, under the guidance of
the Spirit, it discovers by degrees all the trea-

sures of revelation, and imbibes dailv more
and more of that sanctifying truth of which our
Lord speaks.

This corresponds exactly with the language
of the inspired writers, who everywhere repre-

sent the christian life as a state of continual

improvement. They speak of the new con-

verts to Christianity *' as in a state of infancy,
" as new-born babes, and such as have need of
*' milk, and not of strong meat." They speak
of them '' as growing up to maturity from this
'' state of childhood, by means of that nourish-
*' ment which they receive from the sincere
" milk of the word; as adding to their faith

" virtue, and to virtue knowledge ; as advan-
*' cing from the first principles of the christian

" doctrine, and going on unto perfection, as
'' growing at once in grace, and in the know-
*' ledge of our Lord and Saviour, till at last

" they come in the unity of the faith, and of
'-'• the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
*' perfect man, unto the measure of the stature

*' of the fulness of Christ."
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They, therefore, who fancy that they feel a

power in regeneration which instantly renews

their souls, and brings them to a state of sinless

perfection, and that by the sole action of the

Holy Spirit, without the use or application of

any external means, do but amuse themselves

with visions as void of all support in sense and

experience, as in the revealed word of God,

For according to them, our Lord came down
from heaven to teach mankind the way to sal-

vation ; he lived and died to establish amongst

them that revelation which he brought from

heaven; he appointed chosen witnesses, who
under the peculiar guidance of the holy Inspi-

rer, recorded this revelation for the universal

good of all mankind, and sealed the record vAth

their blood ; and yet after all, the Inspirer him-
self sets aside the use of that word which he
inspired, and by his own single and miraculous
influence on the soul, obtains all the ends for

which the revelation was given. According
to them, the Holy Spirit hath publicly estab-

lished the means of grace and spiritual improve-
ment, and yet doth privately in every particu-

lar instance render the application of those

means unnecessary. According to them, the

whole glorious structure of the christian dis-

pensation, which heaven-directed men have
with so much labor brought to perfection, that

structure which rises on the foundation of the

Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner-stone, is a work that

might v/ell have been spared : since instead of
L 2
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our receiving any support from the Apostles
and Prophets, instead of our being formed into

that building fitly framed together, every one,

according to them, is built only on the founda-
tion of his own personal feelings, and guided,

independently of all others, by particular com-
munications of the Spirit made in secret to

himself alone.

Upon the whole ; with regard to the chris-

tian regeneration we may venture to conclude,

that the change which the soul undergoes is

not a total and substantial change, is not the

acquisition of a new soul, but a recovery and
restoration of its whole frame and constitution,

from sickness and disorder to harmony and
health; that this change is produced by the

concurrent influence of faith and the Holy
Spirit; faith filling the soul with the sublimest

principles of virtue, and the Holy Spirit dispo-

sing and exciting all its poAvers to act according

to those principles: and consequently that the

part which the Holy Spirit takes in the work of

regeneration is by no means to inspire, by no

means to infuse into the soul new revelations,

but to strengthen and sustain it in following the

light of that common revelation, which he hath

already inspired and promulgated for the use

of all mankind.
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SECTION VIIL

Of Good Works,

O EGENERATION being no other than the

entire possession of the soul by the prin-

ciples and powers of Christianity, whereby its

evil dispositions are subdued, and it is gradual-

ly wrought into an holy and an heavenly frame,

we cannot but discern how naturally it must
lead to the practice of good works. Virtuous

action is indeed the grand aim of the whole
christian institution : it is the very end and de-

sign, as we are expressly assured by St. Paul,

of our new creation, for ^' we are God's work-
*' manship, saith the Apostle, created in Christ
^' Jesus unto good works."*
Were it possible in surveying the christian

system not to perceive hovv^ directly it is calcu-

lated to answer this great end, we should want
one of the noblest proofs which we now enjoy

ofthe wisdom and goodness ofHim who formed
it. The power of making us good is the

greatest glory of the christian dispensation;

and they who would deny it this power, rob it

of that jewel which shines the brightest in its

heavenly crown, and fix upon it a calumny
greater than all its enemies have ever been able

to invent against it.

The design of redemption was to restore

man to that happiness which he had lost by
* Eph. ii. 10.
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sin. To have relieved his misery only without

taking any measures to remove his guilt, would
have been removing the effect and leaving the

cause in its full force again to operate the same
eifect. A redemption undertaken on account

of sin must certainly have been aimed against

sin itself, otherwise the enemy would be left in

full possession of his conquest. To suppose that

the Redeemer came only to deliver us from the

punishment of sin, without delivering us from
its power, is to suppose that he came in fact to

take away a discouragement to sin, by remov-
ing its penalty. His mercy thus confined w ould

hardly deserve the name of mercy : it would
be mercy to sense only, whilst it was denied to

our nobler, our spiritual and intellectual part.

But these unworthy notions of redemption

will not stand a moment before the light of the

gospel. The very first intimation of the great

design shows us that our Saviour undertook to

bruise the serpent's head : that is, not only to

obviate some ill effects of his power, but to

destroy his power itself. To make us happy,

and yet to leave us under the dominion of sin,

seems to be one of those contradictions which
Omnipotence itself cannot effect. At least we
are assured that redemption is very far from

any attempt thus to do violence to the nature

of things, by connecting happiness with vice,

which can only be the natural parent of misery.

Redemption goes at once to the veiy source of

all our sufferings, and applies its healing virtue

to n.ire the soiil of that disease from which all

i -i'-cry springs. Redemption acts in per-
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feet conformity with the first sacred estabUsh-

ment of heaven ; and leads us to happiness by
forming us to the practice of virtue, the only

way to happiness that either revelation or ex-

perience have ever pointed out.

Every part of the christian dispensation is

manifestly adapted to answer this great end,

to train us up to the exercise of goodness, and
to qualify us for virtuous action. For to w^hat

other end doth our holy faith inspire us with
all its principles of virtue ? Why doth it, like

Moses, striking a rock, open the fountain of

divine love in our heart, and cause the love of

man to spring from the love of our Redeemer

;

why doth it enlighten us with all its laws of

heavenly goodness; w^hy point to the bright

example of a Saviour walking before us in the

path of active virtue ; why doth it try to move us

by all the powder of those awful sanctions which
belong to our holy religion? Whv, still farther,

doth the Holy Spirit join his influence to that

of faith, and give nev/ strength and vigor to

oiu' souls ; why are we endowed with all these

principles and powers of action, if yet the chris-

tian life is not a life of action, and if all is to

end only in some brisk emotion of the spirits,

and some inward agitation of the mind? When
" the man of God is thus adapted and thor-
*' oughly furnished unto all good works," how
strange a doctrine is that which will yet adven-

ture to say, that he is designed for no kind of
w ork ; and when all these principles and springs

of action are in motion w^ithin him, would at
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that instant fix him motionless, blast all his

pwvers, and freeze him as it were into inaction

!

As well may we suppose that when the Creator

fashioned this animated ciay, and breathed into

it the breath of life ; when he furnished it with
limbs, with nerves, joints and muscles, and all

its numberless instruments of motion, he never

yet intended that the human body should move

;

as to suppose that this new workmanship of

God, created, and in every respect furnished

unto good works,* was never intended for the

practice of those works for which it is expressly

formed.

The gift of the power certainly implies and
requires the use and right application of that

power ; and that indeed not only in the case of

the finished and enlightened christian, but uni-

versally and in ail cases, as far as the power,

and light for the direction of that power, have
been communicated.

All our blessed Lord's doctrines are full of

precepts and motives to action. And in those

beautiful parables in which his doctrines were
often couched, he continually represents the

christian as in a state of action. He represents

him as a Servant bound to do the will of his

master ; as a laborer in a vineyard ; as one en-

trusted with a Talent which it was his duty to

improve. And the other inspired writers, in

perfect correspondence with their Master, re-

present the christian life under the same kind

of images, as under those of a pilgrimage, a

race, and a state of W4U*fare.
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The very notion of a state of trial in which
we are here placed, implies the necessity of

forming our lives and guiding our whole con-

duct according to some rule by which they

must be hereafter reviewed. And in our Lord's

description of that grand scene by which this

probationary system shall be closed, he hath

fully assured us, that we shall be called to a
strict account for our use of all the talents en-

trusted to us ; and that the chief inquiry, on
the event of which our eternal lot must be de-

cided, will be, how we have obeyed the dictates

of that humanity and benevolence to others

with which our holy faith is calculated to in-

spire us. Nor need we be surprized tiiat on
this occasion no mention is made of faith itself,

though faith is certainly prescribed as the lead-

ing condition of our salvation, since an inquiry

after the fruits of faith is in effect an inquiry

after faith itself : and at the same time this pro-

ceeding of our Judge clearly shows us, that

faith is valuable in his sight only in proportidh

to the fruits it produces, and the good works
to which it leads us.

No one can be ignorant that there are in the

holy scriptures numberless precepts of virtue,

and rules, examples, and motives to sanctity of

life. But to what end are they placed there,

if not to influence our practice? Take away
every part of scripture that doth not relate to

faith, and you will reduce it to a very small

volume. Separate the rules of f.iith and the

rules of practice into two distinct bodies, and
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you will find the latter far to exceed the former

in dimensions : which is easily to be accovmt-

ed for, if practice is to be our study as well as

faith. For then since faith is but a single act,

and practice extends through every part of life,it

is clearly seen why that part of scripture should

be the most extensive, which relates to the most
extensive part of our duty. But if we suppose,

that w^hen faith is once acquired, the christian

is completely finished, and that he is to rest in

faith, and hath no concern with works ; then it

seems impossible to account for the conduct

of the Holy Spirit in saying so much about

works which do not belong to us, and contract-

ing into so small a size that pait of scripture in

which alone we are interested.

The question in short is reduced to this,

Whether it is of any consequence that we
should obey our Master's will, or not: and
whether the greatest part of the scriptures is

not entirely superfluous, and all the divine

commands contained in them absolutely with-

out a meaning ?

Upon the whole then we may conclude, that

the design of Christianity doth by no means
terminate in faith, but that faith is that good
tree, which by our own assiduous cultivation,

and the influence of God's Holy Spirit, bring-

eth forth good fruit : and therefore that good
works in connection with faith, and springing

from that holy principle, are absolutely neces-

sary to complete the christian character. Our
Saviour is the vine, and we are the branches*
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If we abide in the vine, and maintain our un-

ion with it, if wx abide in a faithful attachment

to our Lord and Saviour, we shall derive from
that sacred stock to which we belong a vital

juice, which will give us daily new force and
vigor, and enable us to bring forth much fruit.

Faith shall end with time. Its whole busi-

ness is answered in this life ; and in heaven it

shall have no existence. But virtue shall be
immortal : and that plant, which in this cold

region is barely kept alive by the warmth of the

heavenly principle within us, shall, when it

comes to its native soil, flourish without the
support of faith. Surely therefore, amongst
candidates for heaven, that which w^ill for ever
flourish there, should be cultivated at least as

much as that which w^ill there be done away.
The virtuous disposition, benevolence and
charity, the love of God and the love of man,
shall accompany us to heaven, and become a
source of endless bliss springing up and in-

creasing to all eternity. But when we shall

be borne to that pure and blissful region on
angel's wings, faith shall then be left behind us
with this perishing world.

SECTION IX.

Objections considered.

'X'O that way of explaining the christian doc-
trine, which having shown the direct ten-

dency of every part of the gospel dispensation,
J.C-
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and of every principle it employs to produce
good works, concludes the necessity of asso-

ciating good works with faith, in order to ful-

fil the design, and to obtain the end of our cal-

ling, some no doubt will have their objections.

It will be proper therefore to take notice of

the most considerable and most popular of those
objections which may probably arise.

And first it will be pretended, that by the

doctrine of good works we assume a merit to

ourselves, set up a claim to happiness founded
on that merit, and thereby arrogantly presume
to share with our Saviour in the work of sal-

vation.

In answer to this let it be observed, that

strictly speaking there can be no merit in any
created being. It can never do more than

what is answerable to the powers and facul-

ties with which it is endowed. But all its pow-
ers and faculties are the gift of the Creator ;

and therefore no use or application of them
can ever cancel the debt of the original gift*

Strictly speaking, therefore, no created being

can have merit, so as to form upon it any

claim of happiness from his Creator, or to en-

title him to any degree of reward, otherwise

than as the free gift and \^oluntary appoint-

ment of God himself.

Yet there may and must be amongst those

creatures of God, whom he hath endowed
with any degree of free-will, and a power of

directing their own conduct, amongst such

there must be a relative merit, and a compar-

ative goodness.
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All actions cannot appear alike in the sigM
of that '' God of knowledge, who sees all

** our ways, and counts all our steps, and by
" whom we are assured that our actions are

* * weighed."* Neither therefore can all agents

be equally acceptable to him.

God hath given in trust to man various pov/-

ers and abilities, by a right application of which
he is enabled at once to advance his own hap-

piness, and to promote the happiness of oth-

ers ; or by a contrary use of them, to dis-

turb the peace of mankind, and bring on his

own ruip. For he hath linked us to each other

by so strong a chain, that there is no solitary

road to happiness or misery. If we would be
happy, we must seek the happiness of others ;

and if we promote the ruin of others, we must
be miserable ourselves. It is then by the

strong sanction of happiness or misery, that

we are e/igaged in the exercise of social vir-

tue. And because those actions which we call

virtuous, are calculated to promote the good
of others, therefore they are distinguished by
the name of '' good works." This therefore

is not a name which hiunan pride idolizing its

own merit, hath given them, but it is a name
founded as we see in reason, nay more, a name
by which those actions are constantly denoted
in the sacred writings ; wdiich renders it the

more surprizing, that any set of men should
have the boldness, under any pretence what-
soever, to appear against them, since they do

* Job xx:vi. 6. and I Sam. ii. 3,
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thereby oppose both the authority and the lan-

guage of the gospel, \Ahich abounds with pre-

cepts and motives to virtuous actions under the

express name of GOOD works.*
In

* Because this circumstance must surely have been
overlooked by those who make it their business con-

stantly to decLiim atjainst good works, and to discourage

us from every attempt to perform them, by persuading
us that we are wholly unfit for the godlike exercise of

doing good ; I shall therefore subjoin a few of those

numerous passages in which good works are expressly

recommended to our practice.

" This is a faithful saying, says Saint Paul to Titus,

" and these things I will that thou affirm constantly,
*' that they which have believed in God be careful to

" maintain good works." You see Saint Paul directs his

disciple to affirm constantly^ to make it the constant sub-

ject of his preaching, that all christians, all who have

believed^ should be careful to maintain good works.

-'Charge them that are rich in this world," says the

same apostle to Timothy, another of his disciples, whom
he is instructing in what manner he ought to preach the

gospel, " charge them that they do goody that they be
" rich in good works." In his epistle to the Romans he
assures us, " that God will render to every man accord-
" ing to his deeds ; tribulation and anguish upon every
" soul of man that doeth evily but glory, honor, and
" peace to every man that docth good.*' He exhorts us

to " consider one another to provoke unto love and to

*' good works ; and never be weary in well-doings for in

" due season \vc shall reap, if we faint not."

Hear our Saviour himself, who went about " doing
*' good," that we might follow his example; " Let your
" light to shine before men, that they may see your
" good worksy and glorify your Father which is in heav-
" en." " Well-done^ tliou good and faithful servant,"

are the terms in which he expresses his approbation of

him who had improved the talents entrusted to him.
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In the original constitution of things, had
that remained uninjured, man, by employing

his abiUties in obedience to the will of his Cre-

ator, and in promoting the good of his fellow-

creatures, could not have failed of securing

his own happiness. In that situation he would
have obtained happiness with less assistance

than what we under the gospel enjoy ; and yet

even then his happiness could by no means
have been esteemed his own proper acquisi-

tion, or a debt due to his merit, but the free-

gift of God, who in his wisdom planned that

constitution,

" Marvel not at this," are his own awful words on an-

other solemn occasion, " for the hour is coming- in the
*' which all that are in the grave shall hear his voice,
*' and shall come forth ; they that have done goody unto
*' the resurrection of life : and they that have done evil,

" unto the resurrection of damnation.'* So that, ac-

cording to our Saviour, if we would obtain f/ie rtsurrec^

tion of lifcy we must do good ; if we do evil^ we must
be doomed to the re&urrecti-oii of damnation.

Many other passages might be added to thesam,e pur-
pose, but they can escape no one who reads the holy-

scriptures. How amazing then is it after all this, that

any set of men should have the presumption to oppose
Xhi doctrine of good^ivorks^ and openly to preach against
it ! How amazing that these men should meet with their

admirers and their followers, in a country where the
gospel lies open to every Christian ! Our Saviour
preached good works ; his apostles preached good
works : these men loudly decry them ; and yet these
are the men who assume to themselves the title of the
only gospel preachers.

" Choose you this day, O house of Israel, whom ye
** will serve."

, M 2
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constitution, and the result of wise laws es-

tablished by him for the common good, and
for the encouragement of man in a right use of
his faculties.

In the dispensation founded on redemption,
the trust to man is enlarged. He is here, in

the language of scripture, "thoroughly fur-

nished unto all good works:" all his powers
of doing good to others are strengthened and
increased ; he receives new light for the di-

rection of those powers, and is called to the

exertion of them by the strongest moti^ cs to

benevolence and charity that can be conceived.

If he makes a proper use of these superior

advantages, he will be entitled to that exalted

happiness which is provided for the encourage-

ment of virtue under this dispensation. The
merit in the mean ^\hile is entirely his, who
procured these advantages for us. The whole
merit of salvation is our Redeemer's ; he alone

could and did purchase it for us, and prescribed

the conditions on which we are to obtain it.

By endeavoring to perform his A\ill, we do not

pretend to lessen the merit of what he hath

done for us ; but, on the contrary, to avail

ourselves of it. We have not the presump-

tion to think of saving ourselves, since we can-

not do that without settling the terms of our

salvation. It is not to redeem himself, or to

merit redemption, that the Christian does

good, but to obey the will of him by whose
merits he hath been redeemed, and in conse-

quence of those advantages which he hath ob-

tained by redemption. His good works are
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not laid as the foundation of redemption, but

are built upon it. His hopes do not rest on
human merit, but on the Rock of Salvation,

the merits of his Redeemer.
Whilst therefore the best Christian must own

himself an unprofitable servant, having done
only that which was his duty to do ;

yet there

is undoubtedly, in the sight of his Redeemer, a

wide difference between that good and faithful

servant, who improves the talent entrusted to

him by his Lord, and makes a right use of

those inestimable advantages which redemption
puts in his power, and that unprofitable servant

who abuses or neglects them. And it is sure-

ly no less disparaging of the merits of redemp-
tion to say, that by it, and the helps which we
have obtained in consequence of it, we can do
nothing good, than to say, that we can do every
thing Vvdthout it. They v/ho maintain the suf-

ficiency of unassisted nature, deny only the ne-

cessity of redemption : they who maintain the

insufliciency of nature after grace, to do any
thing good or acceptable in the sight of God,
deny the power, and depreciate the effects of

redemption.

It will be considered bv some as a second
objection, that our Lord hath expressly promi-
sed salvation to faith, without mentioning good
works.

. Faith is the leadins: condition of our salva-

tion, and the foundation of all other christian

doctrines and virtues. We cannot wonder
therefore, since through the door of faith we
enter into the christian dispensation, that all the
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blessings of that dispensation are said to belong

to faith ; and that salvation itself is annexed to

faith, in which it terminates at last, though
through many intermediate steps.

Our Saviour's doctrine is to be taken from
the whole gospel, which was delivered by de-

grees. When he lays the foundation of his

religion, it is with the utmost propriety that he
annexes salvation to faith, which is the basis of

that religion, and condemnation to infidelity.

But since we find these sanctions elsewhere

most commonly applied to a life of virtue, and
a life of wickedness, this explains our Lord's

meaning beyond a doubt, and shows that he
considers faith as the basis of good works, and
infidelity as the root of wickedness ; and that

he ascribes to faith in general what belongs to

it, Avhen producing all its proper and natural

effects upon the believer.

But it will be urged farther, that Saint Paul
attributes salvation to faith, and expressly ex-

cludes works.

And here it must be laid down as a maxim,
to which all parties are alike bound to assent,

that the holy scripture must be so explained as

to be every where in perfect consistence with

itself. When therefore we meet with any pas-

sage of scripture that will admit of two differ-

ent meanings, one of which sets it in strong

opposition to numberless other passages in the

sacred writings, which cannot be mistaken,

then this rule of consistency obliges us to re-

ject that meaning.
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Now this is exactly the case with the pas-

sage of Saint Paul alluded to. For if it be ta-

ken in that rigorous sense, which makes it ut-

terly exclude the dutv and the doctrine of Q-ood

works from the business of our salvation, then

it is made to overthrow a doctrine which it is

the business of almost the w^hole gospel to ad-

vance ; then is it at variance with a plain pas-

sage in Saint James, with which it hath been
often contrasted; and then is Saint Paul him-
self made to explode in one chapter a doctrine

which he labors to establish in every other

;

since there never was a more zealous preacher,

or a more finished pattern of good works, our
Saviour alone excepted, than the great apostle

of the Gentiles was.

This explanation therefore must undoubt-
edly be laid aside, which makes St. Paul con-

tradict himself, and every other sacred writer.

It must be laid aside, if there is another plain

and consistent sense to be found, by which the

harmony of the sacred writers may be preserv-

ed.

And yet it must be acknowledged, that there

is little satisfaction to be found in that opinion,

which confines what St. Paul here says of the

invalidity of works, to the ceremonial works of

the Jewish law only. His argument manifestly

requires, that the " law ofworks," here spoken
of, should be taken in a much greater latitude.

The apostle undertook to show the necessi-

ty of redemption to the circumstances of man-
kind, and to prove, "that the gospel alone con-
" tained the power of God unto salvation, to
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'* every one that believeth." To this end had
he contented himself with proving only the in-

sufficiency of the ceremonial works ofthe Jew-
ish law to obtain our salvation, and proceeded
no farther, his conclusion would by no means
have followed. The general necessity of re-

demption for all mankind, could never have
been inferred from the deficiency of a partial

law respecting one single people. St. Paul was
too great a master of reasoning to frame his ar-

gument in a manner so inconclusive. He takes

a larger compass, reviews the whole world, and
from the common incapacity of all mankind to

save themselves, infers the necessity of a re-

demption. He first considers the state of the

Gentile w^orld, and then of the Jews, and
shows by undeniable facts, that *' all have
^' sinned, and come short of the glory ofGod,"
By an appeal to their own respective laws
both must be condemned, and " all the world
*^ becorne guilty before God." In this situa-

tion man could have no resource but in *' the

free grace of God, through the redemption
'* that is in Jesus Christ." For if works of

any kind could have saved him, he then could
have saved himself, and redemption w^ould

have been an unnecessary thing. '' Therefore
*' we conclude, that a man is justified by faith
*' without the deeds of the law ;" whatever
that law may be, whether the moral law deliv-

ered by Moses, or that law of v/hich the more
enlightened Heathen boasted, the law of rea-

son and conscience implanted in their breasts.

For it w^as impossible that he could be justified
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by a law of which he was convicted as a trans-

gressor ; and which was therefore so far from
covering his guilt, that it must bear testimony

against it. A law of works can only justify

those by whom it hath never been violated.

Sinful man can never be saved by a law which
he cannot fulfil. He must rest all his hopes on-

ly on that free mercy, on that " righteousness
" of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ,
** unto all, and upon ail them that believe."

Such is the strong and irresistible train of

reasoning, by which this great apostle excludes
all works of our own from the ability of saving

us, and establisheth his first position, ^*that the
'^ gospel of Christ alone is the power of God
'' unto salvation to every one that believeth, to
'* the Jew first, and also to the Gentile."

But though he makes this just estimate of
all human peformances, denying to them a
power which indeed they cannot claim, a power
of saving us ; yet is he so far from discoura-

ging or depreciating our endeavors to do good,

so far from giving countenance to that perni-

cious doctrine of the sufficiency of a quiescent

and inactive faith, that he appears evidently to

ha.ve laid the foundation of faith so deeply in

the beginning of his epistle, with no other view
than that he might raise upon it more securely

the doctrine of good v/orks. With what a ge-

nerous warmth of indignation doth he combat
that impious tenet which would reconcile a con-

tinuance in sin with a state of srrace ! And witho
what strength of argument doth he apply every

principle of our holy' faith to the support of vir*-
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tue; showing clearly, that christians are bound
to devote themselves and all their faculties to

its service ; to yield themselves unto God, as

those that are alive from the dead, and all their

members as instruments of righteousness ; an-

imating us to a patient perseverance in well-do-

ing, by the prospect of that glory, honor, and
immortality, which will by our righteous Judge
be rendered to every man that rvorketh good^ to

the Jew first, and also to the Gentile ; and pro-

ving that there is no other way of obtaining the

end of our faith, everlasting life, butby maintain-

ing our freedom from sin, becoming the servants

of God, and having our fruit unto holiness.

Nay, he not only enforces in general the obli-

gations to sanctity of life and manners, which
our holy profession lays upon us ; but after

having established these fundamental truths,

he descends to particulars, and towards the

conclusion of his epistle draws out from the

principles of our faith the most finished system
of all relative and social duties that e^'er was
delineated by the pen of man.

It appears then from this short review of the

epistle to the Romans, an epistle so justly cel-

ebrated, but in general so little understood,

that the doctrine which Saint Paul effectually

establishes in it is, that we can only be saved

by that dispensation whose basis is faith, and
whose superstructure is good works ; it being

clearh^ impossible that sinners should ever ob-

tain salvation under any dispensation whose
basis is good works and unsinning obedience.

A doctrine, which is so far from standing in
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opposition to what Saint James hath advanced

on the same subject, that it clearly resolves it-

self into the very doctrine which tliat apostle

hath established, that " by works faith is made
" perfect."

I cannot conclude this head with more pro-

priety than in the words of Saint Ignatius, in

his epistle to the Ephesians, as a doctrine per-

fectly corresponding with that of the inspired

Apostles, which we have been considering, and
as the clear result of the whole, that " faith is

" the beginning or the principle, and charity

" the end or the completion of the christian

" life."*

SECTION X.

The Conclusion,

I
NOW beg leave to conclude the whole sub-

ject with an address, first to those who, main-

taining the sufficiency of reason, do blindly re-

ject the assistance of revelation : and secondly,

to those who imagine that revelation doth
wholly supersede the use of reason, and ex^

elude its exercise from the noblest subject on
which it can be employed, the subject of re-

ligion.

And first, let the advocates of unassisted

reason '* produce their cause, and bring forth

* Epist. ad Ephes. sec. 14.

N
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<' their strong reasons" in support of it. That
first structure of religion, wherein human rea-

son and human virtue might have had a greater

share, was laid in ruins by man's first disobe-

dience. By redemption our system of duty is

now placed on a new and a firmer basis, it is

strengthened in all its parts, and new reinforce-

ments given to virtue, which was become too

feeble to sustain itself. But how vainly do
you attempt to rear again that system which
hath been long since overthrown ; and labor

by your own strength to repair the ruins of

fallen nature ! An attempt not unlike that of

those infidels, who in defiance of the decrees

of Omnipotence, undertook to erect again the

fallen temple of Jerusalem. Their design was

blasted by heaven.

You niust allow that virtue in a state of na-

ture is insufiicient for its own support. Why
then, if you are truly lovers of virtue, why will

you rob it of all those new and powerful helps

which it receives from religion, " nor hear that

'' virtue w^hich you love, complain?"

It is on your ow^n principles that we embrace

faith. Reason leads us to faith. Reason pleads

for it, and shows it to be every way worthy of

God, every way calculated to promote the dig-

nity of human nature. Reason flies to finth as

its only protector, as the only ally that can res-

cue it from the tyranny of the passions under

which it groans, from that base slavery to

the inferior part by which it is so shamefully
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degraded, sunk below itself, and disabled in

all its noblest operations.

They misrepresent faith who say, that like a

false ally it w^ould enslave that very reason

which it was called in to defend. Reason is

never so free as when united to faith : all its

faculties are strengthened, and all its aims ex-

alted. Its sphere of action is enlarged, new
fields of contemplation are laid open before it,

where it finds for its exercise objects of the

noblest nature, with which it was before little

acquainted; and its glorious views are now
extended far beyond that narrow circle within

v/hich they were before conuaed, even into a

boundless eternity.

But what wonder that by one party revela-

tion is mistaken for the enemy of reason, when
by another, reason is constantly represented as

the enemy of revelation ?

Little do these mistaken advocates of reli-

gion consider how much an unskilful defence
may injure a cause which they no doubt mean
to serve ; and how much strength they add to

the real adversaries of religion, whilst by a
charge so groundless they attempt to force into

rebellion one of its surest friends.

It cannot be, that redemption, which w^as

given to improve and exalt our nature, should
thus degrade it, by despoiling us of the noblest
endowment with which the Omnipotent had
distinguished us above the rest of the lower
creation. It is reason alone that renders us
worthy of salvation. Take away reason, and
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man will not be worth saving. Nothing will

remain but blind passions, and grovelling appe-
tites. Nothing but the brute.

And how shall salvation be addressed to such
a being? Without reason, and free-will that

belongs to reason, he can neither apprehend
the terms of salvation, nor fulfil them. He
can neither apprehend our Saviour's merits,

nor follow his example. Without reason

there can be no faith ; the evidence, and
the motives of religion are all lost. Man is

jio longer capable of knowing, of loving, of

serving his God and his Redeemer. As ra-

tional indeed would be the attempt of that

^supposed Saint, who is said to have preached

the gospel to the inhabitants of the air and of

the deep, as to preach salvation to man, if you
suppose him without reason ; or, which
amounts to the same thing, that his reason is

of no use in religion.

Can there be a clearer proof, that God in-

tended we should make use of our understand-

ing in his service, than that he hath every way
applied and suited his religion to our under-

standing ? Why hath he so admirably fitted

out his system of religious laws, and all that

bright display of evidence with which they

are attended, completing the design with so

much beauty, fixing every part with such nice

propriety, and adjusting the whole with such

due proportion, that we cannot cease to ad-

mire it ; but the more we inquire, the more

we discover throughout of wisdom and admi-
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rable contrivance : why is this ample and this

glorious field prepared for the exercise of our

reason, if vet our reason must be restrained

from entering upon it ?

Can it be, that it should be a sacrilege for

the understanding to lay hold of that knowledge

v/nich the gospel holds forth to it ? Can it be,

that its sacred truths are no better than the

fruit of that ancient tree of trial w^hich it will

be death for our reason to taste ? Shall we
charge the Creator with giving reason and

truth in vain ? Reason not to be exercised,

and truth not to be understood ?

Indeed the necessity of reason in apprehend-

ing the evidences of revelation hath been so

often urged, and is in itself so extremely ob-

vious, that even they who seem most inclin-

ed to prevent its entrance on the sacred ground,

and to send it an exile into the world of na-

ture, have been compelled to admit its

right of proceeding thus far. But they seem
not to be aware that the use of reason is no less

necessary in every part of religion than in the
bare investigation of its evidence. It is as

necessary to the knowledge of the laws of
Christianity, as of its evidence. The very
existence of religion in the soul depends on
the knowledge of God, the knowledge of our
Redeemer, and the knowledge of ourselves.

Take away knowledge from religion, and you
leave nothing but intemperate zeal, wild enthu-
siasm, or dark superstition. Even in our devc •.

tions, ifwe must pray with the heart , and vv'^ith all

N 2
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the warmth of pious aifection, wc are assured
that we ought to pray with the understanding
likewise. Petition, praise and thanksgiving, if

they are not accompained with some knowl-
edge of the grounds of those duties, as they
are laid in a sense of our ow^n wants, and of

the infinite power and unbounded mercy of

God, can never be esteemed a reasonable ser-

vice.

When our Lord directs us to worship God
in spirit and in truth, he enjoins the use of

that power of the soul, without which truth

itself cannot be distinguished. For by what
other power but the understanding, can God be
worshipped in truth ? And which of our fac-

ulties shall take the lead in religious duties,

when reason shall be excluded ?

There is no character under which our Lord
seems with so much pleasure to represent his

dispensation as that of truth. But the under-

standing is the only seat of truth ; of revealed

truth as much as of every other kind. Truth
can be embraced only by the understanding,

to which it is as evidently related as light is to

the power of vision. The establishment of

the object supposes the use of the correspond-

ing faculty, without which in vain would the

object be established. As clearly then as the

light, poured out opon the face of the crea-

tion, points out the use of vision, so clearly

doth that truth, which shines through every

part of revelation, point out the use of that
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faculty, by which alone truth is comprehended

and discerned.

No one fact is more clear in the whole histo-

ry of the human mind, than that reason hath

been improved by revelation. It is undenia-

ble, that the efforts of the human mind have

been much stronger, and its success much
greater in deducing from their first principles,

and explaining all the moral and social duties of

life since the public?ition of the gospel, than

they were before. And yet you will hardly

venture to maintain, that the human mind
doth now possess a native force_,surpassing that

with which it was endowed in those bright pe-

riods of genius which preceded the introduc-

tion of the gospel. Experience therefore joins

with revelation itself, in proving that the mind
is so far from being weakened or depressed by
the gospel, that it derives new strength from it,

and is never cultivated with so much success^

never yields so ample or so rich a produce, as

where it lies open to the influence of the gos-

pel.

Faith and reason are so far from being rivals,,

or adversaries, that there is the clearest rela-

tion, and the strictest union between them.

Reason without faith is feeble and obscure
Faith without reason, if it is possible that there

can be faith without reason, is no better thai:^

' a light shining in that darkness which com-
" prehendeth it not."

In a word, it cannot be that the mind should

be obscured, and its light extinguished under
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a dispensation which was given expressly to

remove the errors, and to lighten the darkness

of our souls. Light is the favorite character

by which the gospel is described both in the

prophetic and the evangelical writings. Ours
is the inestimable advantage of having our un-

derstandings conducted by that true light,

which lighteth every man that cometh into the

world. Ours is the unspeakable happiness to

behold that glory ^^diich shines round the only-

begotten of the Father, a glory as we are as-

sured not supplied by grace alone, but formed
by the mingled and united rays of Grace and
Truth.
To sum up all, faith is given for the im-

provement of the human soul ; and all its pow-
ers, our reason, our affections, and our will,

obtain their perfection by being exercised in

its service. Faith is given to fit us for heaven

;

and as far as we can apprehend, the chief pleas-

ures even of a future state will be intellectual.

Strange therefore indeed would it be to sup-

pose that that faculty should have no concern

in religion, which is to be the chief se?.t of our

heavenly pleasures. Faith fills the soul with

knowledge as well as virtue ; and the truths,

as well as the virtues, which it here imbibes

from the gospel, shall exercise its grov/ing fac-

ulties to all eternity. That dawning light of

celestial truth which we here enjoy, sha.ll in

heaven increase into a bright eternal day.

Faith is an instrument which the heavenly

Agent employs for the amendment and sane-
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tification of our souls. When faith shall be
succeeded hj perfect vision, the instrument

shall be laid aside.

As the sun enlightens the material world, and
shows us all the wonders of nature, so doth

faith here enlighten the religious system. But
the time will come, when the sun shall be
turned into darkness, and when faith shall be
no more.

FINIS.
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